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AbstractTwo experiments were carried out to search for and identify the mechanism fortwo proton emission from the 7.77 MeV (J = 2+,   = 76 10 keV) excited statein 14O. The experiments were performed at the Radioactive Ion Beams Facility atLouvain-la-Neuve, in Belgium, using a 45 MeV beam of radioactive 13N3+ ions on a[CH2]n target to populate the state. The protons and other particles were detectedusing the Louvain-Edinburgh Detector Array, LEDA, a large area annular siliconstrip detector. Control experiments with a 12C target and with a degraded beamenergy were also made.Proton-proton coincidence measurements made in the commissioning run iden-tied a two proton decay component. However, the large background (90%)caused by evaporation protons from the fusion of 13N with 12C prevented an anal-ysis of the decay mechanism.The follow up experiment utilised two LEDA detectors whereby the protons ofinterest would be stopped in the front detector with the back detector actingas a veto for high energy protons. Comparison of data with simulations for thedecay mechanisms revealed the decay to be dominantly a sequential emission oftwo protons via the 2.37 MeV (J = 1/2+,   = 33:7  0:9 keV) state in 13Nto the ground state in 12C. This decay mode has a measured partial width of12520 eV which represents a 0.16% branching ratio. Theoretical predictionsfor this value give a width of 3  1 keV which gives a spectroscopic factor of2 = 0:04. Simulations using a model for 2He or diproton emission have resultedin an upper limit of 5% being set which corresponds to  6 eV (95% condencelimit). Calculation for this width with a spectroscopic factor of unity give a valueof 155 eV. Hence an upper limit for the spectroscopic factor of 2 = 0:4 can beset which is above the value of 0.22 predicted by B.A. Brown.i
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Chapter 1IntroductionThe most common technique used in nuclear physics research for studying reactionmechanisms or of producing exotic nuclei consists in bombarding stable targetsby beams of stable ions. New domains were opened thirty years ago by developingthe use of radioactive targets. Over the last decade one of the main advances inexperimental nuclear physics has been the development of Radioactive Ion Beams(RIB). The study of physics with RIB has blossomed into a major research areain a very short time.Two methods can be used to produce a RIB.The rst involves a single accelerator whose primary stable beam bombards atarget to produce a secondary radioactive beam. One of these secondary beamsis separated from the primary and from other secondaries to produce a RIB. Thismethod has been used with both high energy primary beams which are fragmentedby their interaction with suitable targets [Bim85] and lower energy primary beamswhich experience transfer reactions on targets [Bec90]. The former generally yieldsenergies up to 100 MeV/nucleon with high intensities and the latter energies of afew MeV/nucleon with lower intensities.The second method uses two accelerators. Beams from the rst accelerator yieldlarge quantities of the radioactive atoms of interest by a suitable nuclear reaction.1
These are extracted from the target, ionised and accelerated to the desired energyby the second accelerator.The two methods supplement each other in the scope of physics that can be donewith them, but in the energy range around the Coulomb barrier the second typeis superior in intensity and energy resolution. The advantages and disadvantagesare described in geater detail in [Nup93].The Acceleration of Radioactive Elements for Nuclear, Astrophysical and Solid-State Studies, ARENAS3, facility in Louvain-la-Neuve was the rst to employthis second technique of using two cyclotrons [Dar90]. The facility was developedinitially to study the important astrophysical reaction rate 13N(p,) 14O [Dec93]but its characteristics have recently been extended to allow production of otherbeams and the study of other reactions. A description of the facility and detailsof available beams is given in section 3.1.The table of isotopes reveals that there are  270 isotopes which are found innature. In total, about 3000 radioactive nuclei have been synthesised in the labo-ratory for study. Theorists have predicted that around 6000 nuclei exist with t1=2>1ms [Boy94] and the use of RIB's means more of these nuclei can be accessedand have their properties studied.A major achievement in the study of nuclei far from stability has been the observa-tion of many new radioactive decay modes. Isotopes close to the valley of stabilitytend to decay by -emission, which is energetically allowed for small dierencesin the binding energies of parent and daughter nuclei. Moving out towards thedrip-lines other decay modes can become dominant. Initially -delayed particleemission will occur. This is a two step process where a slow -decay populates anexcited state in the daughter nucleus which then decays by the rapid emission ofone or more nucleons.On the neutron-rich side of stability, towards the neutron drip line, decays ofneutron unbound nuclei are predicted to take place on the time scale of the strong2
interaction (< 10 22 s) and for this reason and the inaccessibility of the neutrondrip-line direct neutron decay has not been observed to date. Cases of 2n and3n have been observed in 11Li, (these are described in more detail in a reviewby P.G. Hansen and B. Jonson [Han89]).The proton-rich side has proven to be an excellent source of exotic decay modes dueto the emission of charged particles being hindered by the centrifugal and Coulombbarriers. These decays can occur with half-lives long enough to allow detection( 1s). Experiments concentrating on drip-line nuclei have been successful inmeasuring direct proton decay in an extensive range of nuclei up to 185Bi [Dad95].Other decay modes which have been observed are p, 2p and 3p. A summaryof these experiments is given in section 1.2.2. A comprehensive overview of theeld can be found in a review article by A.C. Mueller and B.M. Sherrill [Mue93].Another exotic decay mode for proton-rich nuclei is that of ground state twoproton emission, referred to as diproton or 2He emission, predicted 35 years agoby Goldansky [Gol60]. Heavy nuclei which would exhibit this decay mode areinaccessible at present because of the pairing energy of the last two protons and theincreased Coulomb barrier (double that seen by a proton). Thus, all experimentalactivity has concentrated on light nuclei in the mass region A < 40. A summaryof these experiments is given in section 1.2.1. No convincing evidence as yet existsfor the observation of diproton emission and the continued activity in this eld isbased primarily on the information that it will provide on the correlation betweenthe two protons in the nucleus.This thesis project presents a unique experiment which looked at two proton emis-sion from 14O using a radioactive ion beam and the Louvain-Edinburgh DetectorArray (LEDA). There a number of possible decay mechanisms for the emission ofthe two protons of which 2He emission is one. These are discussed in the followingsection. 3



























Figure 1.2: Decay scheme highlighting cases(a) and (b). An excited state in theparent nucleus is populated and this then emits two protons.The sequential emission of two protons via an intermediate state in the one protondaughter would restrict the individual energy distribution of the two protons andthus, a strong energy correlation would be expected.Simultaneous two proton emission occurs when the two protons leave the nucleusindependently with a time between the rst and second emission which is so smallthat an intermediate state is not formed. Observation of this mechanism wouldresult in an isotropic angular distribution and an energy continuum.1.2 Previous experimentsThe study of two proton emission is a relatively virgin eld which has produceda limited number of experiments and results. This section is intended as a reviewof this work. The following summary has been divided into two parts. Therst part discuses experiments where solely ground state two proton emission wasinvestigated. The second part contains the cases of -delayed two proton emissionwhich have been observed. 5


































Figure 1.3: Level diagrams for the two nuclei which have been investigated forground state proton radioactivity, (a) 6Be and (b) 12O.6
A series of experiments by Bochkarev et al. [Boc84, Boc87, Boc89, Boc92] con-tinued to study the decay of the ground state 6Be(0+) and, in addition, therst excited state 6Be(2+). In their latest studies [Boc92], performed at theisochronous cyclotron at I.V. Kurchatov IAE, 6Be levels were populated in the5Li(3He,t)6Be(0+,2+) reaction with a beam energy of 40 MeV. In the kinemati-cally complete experiment the 3H, -particles and protons were detected.The conclusion drawn was that the R-matrix approximation, which assumes thatthe three-body decay can be described in terms of successive binary decays, wasnot valid for these 2p decay processes. They found that sequential emissionthrough the very broad 5Li ground state was not distinguishable from three bodybreakup because of the short lifetime of the intermediate states. They termedthis type of decay as `democratic' dening it as occurring when the energy transi-tion between states is less than or equal to the widths of the intermediate states.The measured energy and angular correlations for 6Be have all been understoodin terms of a direct decay process using a three body cluster model developed byDanilin et al. and summarised in [Dan93]. The decay modes appear to correspondto a `kinematic focusing' of the +p+p particles, similar to that in two body. Inthis case it is dicult to imagine this as two proton emission from a host system.The most recent experiment has been an investigation into two proton emissionfrom the ground state of 12O by Kryger et al. [Kry95]. The use of a radioactivebeam makes this experiment particularly relevant to this thesis.The level diagram is shown in gure 1.3b. The decay Q value for two protons isQ2p = 1:79(04) MeV. The width of the rst excited state in 11N is known to be740100 keV and a very rough approximation for the ground state gives a widthof 1.50.7 MeV [Kek78]. Thus sequential emission was expected to be suppressedoccurring only through the tail of the ground state.The experiment was performed at the National Superconducting Cyclotron Lab-oratory using an exotic 13O beam and the 9Be(13O,12O) single neutron stripping7
reaction to populate the 12O parent nucleus. The radioactive 13O beam was pro-duced in the fragmentation of 80 MeV/nucleon 16O on a 100mg/cm2 Be productiontarget. The 13O beam intensity averaged 2400 counts per second. Isotope identi-cation was performed using a E  E system made up of a double sided siliconstrip detector (5cm by 5cm) and four 3mm thick Si(Li) detectors positioned onthe beam axis. Protons were detected in the Washington Miniwall detector array.The detector array was composed of 112 CsI detectors arranged in 5 rings aroundthe beam axis covering laboratory angles between 3o and 12o. Each ring containedbetween 16 and 24 detectors. The detector was similar to that used by Straceneret al. [Str90].
Figure 1.4: Opening angle spectrum evaluated in the three-particle centre of massfor protons arising from the decay of the 12O ground state from experiments byKryger et al.. The dotted histogram shows the results of a calculation based upon2He emission, and the solid histogram shows the results based upon sequentialemission through the tail of a broad 11N state.A 7% upper limit for the 2He branching ratio was extracted based upon deviationfrom isotropic emission of the two proton opening angle data shown in gure 1.4.Predictions for the partial diproton width of this state, discussed in section 2.4,gave a 2.7% branching ratio. The conclusions drawn from this experiment werethat a similar argument could be made for the democratic decay in the 12O systembecause of the small 2He branch and the broad expected width of the 13N ground8
state. It was also speculated that the good agreement between the 12O data andthe sequential emission decay model through the tail of the 11N ground state (seegure 1.4) was because this model approximated a direct three-body decay.1.2.2 -delayed two proton emission-delayed two proton radioactivity is a relatively new decay process rst predictedby Goldansky in 1980 [Gol80]. The process involves the relatively slow -decayof an isotope to an excited state of its daughter which will subsequently decay byrapid emission of two protons. If this state is the isobaric analog state (IAS) thenthe decay is  super allowed and the majority of decays populate this state.Goldansky predicted that odd-odd, A = 4n+ 2, Tz =  2 nuclides would be goodcandidates for this decay process. Two of the isotopes in this series 22Al and 26Pwere shown to decay by -delayed one proton emission in experiments by Cableet al. [Cab82,Cab83]. The experiments, performed at the cyclotron at Berkeley,used a 110 MeV 3He+2 beam to study the 24Mg(3He,p4n)22Al and 28Si(3He,p4n)26Preactions. A helium jet transported the recoil nuclei to a counting chamber anddeposited them on an aluminium catcher foil. Their decay was recorded using astandard E-E-Veto silicon telescope. The results provided a measurement of themasses of the lowest T = 2 analog state in the corresponding -decay daughters of22Al and 26P (22Mg and 26Si respectively), which are fed by super allowed -decay.These states were shown to be unbound to the emission of two protons.The experiments were repeated using a modied setup shown in gure 1.6. Themajor dierence was the use of a high geometry three element particle telescopecapable of identifying and observing two protons simultaneously. The stationarycatcher foil was replaced with a slowly rotating aluminiumcatcher wheel to removethe long lived  activity. These experiments detected the rst known cases of -delayed two proton emission from 22Al and 26P [Cab83b, Hon83]. The conclusions9
drawn were that the decay was predominantly sequential in both cases. Figure1.5 shows an example of the results obtained by [Cab83b] for 22Al demonstratingthe energy correlation which results from sequential emission. Figure 1.5a showstwo groupings corresponding to transitions involving the 20Ne rst excited stateand ground state. It is important to note the low level of statistics obtained. Thefollowing decay schemes were proposed (see gures 1.8 and 1.9).The most interesting dierence between the two decay schemes is that 2He emis-sion is spin parity forbidden from the  daughter of 26P (3+  ! 2+, 0+: disal-lowed) but allowed from the  daughter of 22Al. Due to this and the increasinginterest behind observing 2He emission the decay of 22Al was remeasured by Jahnet al. [Jah85] using position-sensitive detectors and two separate detector setups.The small angle setup was the same as that described previously and, in addition,the large angle setup (see gure 1.7) measured angles ranging from 70o to 164o.The results for the wide angle setup were consistent with an isotropic emissionbut with the narrow angle setup a 15% admixture of 2He emission could not beexcluded. This observed minor enhancement, shown in gure 1.10, at small rel-ative opening angles between the two protons cannot be interpreted as positiveevidence for 2He emission due to the large errors arising from the poor statisticsof this low yield reaction.A series of four exotic nuclei with Z 20 and Tz= 52 were predicted by Kelson-Garvey charge symmetry approach [Kel66, Wap85] to be bound to ground stateproton emission: 23Si, 27S, 31Ar and 35Ca. All four were expected to have relativelystrong decay branches to the T = 52 isobaric analog states in daughter nuclei; withdecay from these analog states by both single proton and two proton emissionenergetically allowed.J. Aysto et al. found that 35Ca was a -delayed sequential two proton emitter[Ays85] in an experiment using the small angle setup of gure 1.6.The isotope 31Ar was rst observed in a fragmentation reaction experiment per-10
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Figure 1.9: Partial decay scheme for 26P given in [Cab84].13





5 22 + 20Mg ( 4 , T = 2)          Ne (1st excited state) + 2p










Figure 1.10: Dotted line corresponds to a 15% admixture of 2He emission to anotherwise isotropic distribution.formed at GANIL using the LISE spectrometer by Borrel et al.[Bor87]. The heavyions were implanted and identied in a ve member solid-state telescope locatedat the focal point of LISE as shown in gure 1.11. The 31Ar measured half-lifewas found to be t1=2=153ms consistent with that expected for -decay. Theexperiment also saw a signal for -delayed one proton emission.
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Figure 1.11: The solid state telescope used by Borrel et al. [Bor87] Heavy ionsare implanted in detectors E2 or E3 and the protons are detected in detectorsE1 to E4. E5 is used as a veto to reject high energy protons.Further experiments by Rei et al. and Borge et al. [Rei89, Bog90] veriedthe existence of -delayed two proton emission via several intermediate states in31Cl. The second of these experiments observed no evidence for ground state two14
proton emission giving the branching ratio an upper limit of 5%. The conclusionsdrawn were that the energy available to the two protons ( 70 keV) was too smallto allow transmission through the combined Coulomb and centrifugal barriers tocompete with -decay.More recently Bazin et al. [Baz92], using a more sophisticated silicon-detectortelescope than [Bor87], observed -delayed three proton emission from 31Ar forthe rst time.The isotope 39Ti found on the proton drip line was investigated by Detraz et al.and Moltz et al. [Det90, Mol92]. The latter observed sequential -delayed twoproton emission and predicted a 39Ti mass with a two proton separation value ofS2p = -53065 keV. Although higher than the 70 keV measured for 31Ar it waspredicted to be too low for ground state two proton emission to compete with the28ms -decay.The other isotopes which have been observed to undergo 2p are 27S [Bor91], 43Cr[Bor92] and 46Mn [Bor92].The point to emphasise about these experiments is the low level of statisticsobtained in each one because they rely on an initial -decay to populate the statewhich is of interest. This low level of statistics makes a thorough investigationinto the strength of a 2He component very dicult as seen in the data shownpreviously in gure 1.10.This has been overcome in the experiment described in this thesis by using aradioactive beam to directly populate the state which we wish to investigate. Anoverview of the present experiment and its aims is given in the next section.
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1.3 The present experimentsIn the experiments described in this thesis project the 7.77 MeV excited state in14O was populated using 45 MeV 13N3+ radioactive ion beam.Figure 1.12 shows where the proton and two proton daughters lie. The state has ameasured width of 7610 keV, J = 2+ and decays by proton emission [Ajz91]. Itis unbound to two proton emission by 1.2 MeV. This is lower than the Q2p = 1:79MeV for the 12O case [Kry95] but larger than those for 39Ti and 31Ar reportedpreviously. The solid line in gure 1.12 shows the path taken by emission of a 2Hecluster. Sequential emission is shown by the dashed line. It is energetically onlypossible for the sequential decay mechanism to proceed via a single intermediatestate in 13N. This is a 1=2+ state with a width of 33.70.9 keV [Ajz91]. Thedetails for the other levels in 14O are given in table 1.1.Ex J;T 1=2 or  c:m: Decay(MeV keV) (s) (keV)g.s. 0+;1 1=2 = 70.606 +0.018 s5.17310 1 ;1   = 38:1 1:8 keV5.92010 0+;1 50 p6.27210 3 ;1 1036 p6.59010 2+;1 60 p(6.79030)  =  7.76810 2+;1 7610 p(8.7240)9.71520 (2+);19.91520 4+;1 10050Table 1.1: Energy levels in 14O [Ajz91].The 7.77 MeV state in 14O also forms an isospin T = 1 triad with states in 14Nand 14C shown in gure 1.13. Thus, since 12Cgs has isospin T = 0 and 2He hasisospin T = 1, emission to the ground state in 12C is isospin allowed.16





































Figure 1.12: Level scheme for 14O, proton daughter and two proton daughter. Thedashed line shows the sequential emission of two protons through an intermediatestate and the solid line emission of semi-bound 2He cluster.
18
Figure 1.13: Isobar diagram for A = 14 [Ajz91].19
Chapter 2TheoryTwo proton emission can be driven by a number of mechanisms as discussed insection 1.1.The diproton or 2He is considered as a semi-bound particle moving in the eld ofthe two proton daughter nucleus from which it may escape by quantum tunnel-ing through the potential barrier. The barrier penetrability and the interactionbetween the two protons will determine the likelihood of diproton emission.Two proton emission can also proceed by the sequential emission of two protons.Sequential emission is modelled using proton decay with the same basic model asthat for diproton decay.This chapter presents the theoretical background required to model both diprotonand proton decay and to predict the widths and half-lives. To begin, a generalsummary of the kinematics involved in a three body reaction is given.
20



















(a) (b)Figure 2.1: Velocity diagram comparing l and c reference frames(12m1V 2) 12 is introduced to simplify the equations, we obtain relationships betweenl and c frames of referenceEc1 = El1   2a1(El1) 12 cos l1 + (a1)2 (2.2)cos c1 = (El1) 12 cos l1   a1(El1   2a1(El1) 12 cos l1 + (a1)2) 12 (2.3)c1 = l1 (2.4)where  is the azimuthal angle. The inverse relations are given byEl1 = Ec1 + 2a1(Ec1) 12 cos c1 + (a1)2 (2.5)21








vFigure 2.2: Velocity diagram for two detected particles showing relative angle andrelative velocity.2.2 Model for diproton emissionThe semi-classical picture used for 2He or diproton decay is analogous to thatof -decay developed by Gamow [Gam28] and that of proton decay (referencessummarised in [Hof89]).The accepted model used by Brown et al. and Kryger et al., [Bro91, Kry95]treats the diproton as a preformed particle in the potential well of the two protondaughter nucleus. It diers from proton decay in that the diproton is in a relative1S0 state with spin zero and thus no spin-orbit term is included in the totalpotential. The total amount of energy available to the two protons is given byQ2p. A fraction of this energy, which we call , is converted into the mass of the2He. The remainder, E2p = Q2p   , is the energy available for the diproton totunnel through the barrier. When the cluster penetrates the barrier it breaks upinto two protons with  converted into the relative energy of the pp pair. Therelative energy is given by equation(2.12) with m1 = m2 = mass of proton = 12[El1 + El2   2(El2El1) 12 cos l12] (2.13)In the reaction studied in this thesis Q2p = 1.2 MeV as can be seen from the leveldiagram in gure 1.12. 23





















outerFigure 2.3: Potential barrier seen by a diproton with energy E2p showing theturning point at the nuclear radius Rn and the outer turning point Router.Angular momentum and parity conservation rules apply;~Ji = ~Jf +~l (2.15)i = f( 1)l (2.16)where ~Ji; ~Jf and i; f are the total spins and parities of the parent and daughternuclei and l is the angular momentum carried by the diproton. The transitionwhich we consider is 2+  ! 0+ (see gure 1.12), hence, the diproton will carrytwo units of angular momentum.Lane et al. and MacFarlane et al. give an expression for the partial width [Lan58,24
Mfr60]. This has been modied for the case of diproton decay and is given by part = 22121P (E2p) (2.17)where P (E2p) is the penetrability or probability of transmission through the bar-rier and 21 the Wigner single particle width (also called the reduced width) denedas 21 = 3h2c22R2n ; (2.18)where (= [2  A=(A + 2)]  931:501 MeV/c2) is the reduced mass. 21 is thespectroscopic factor dened as the probability of nding the excited state in thecorrect conguration for diproton emission, i.e. a 12C core + a 2He with l = 2.This dimensionless number contains the nuclear structure information.The penetrability P is found by applying the WKB (Wentzel, Kramers & Bril-louin) approximation P = e 2G (2.19)The Gamow factor G is the integral between the points Rn and Router (see gure2.3): G = q2=h2 Z RouterRn (V (r)  E2p) 12dr (2.20)The potential in this equation is the superposition of the Coulomb potential VC(r)and the centrifugal potential Vl(r).V (r) = VC(r) + Vl(r) (2.21)The Coulomb potential is given byVC(r) = zZe24r (2.22)where z; Z are the charge of the diproton (z = 2) and daughter nucleus respec-tively. 25
The centrifugal term Vl(r) depends on the angular momentum of the diproton:Vl(r) = l(l+ 1)h22r2 (2.23)Figure 2.4 shows how the dierent terms in the potential vary with radial distancer. The dotted line is VC(r), dashed line Vl(r) and solid line is the sum of the twoterms. Figure 2.5 shows the dependence of the penetrability P with the relativeenergy  of the pp pair. For low  the 2He has less mass and hence the diprotonhas more kinetic energy and is more likely to tunnel through the barrier. Theprobability of penetration becomes less likely as the kinetic energy decreases, i.e.as  increases.The total width for diproton decay depends on the interaction between the twoprotons which is considered in the next section.
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Figure 2.4: VC(r) (dotted line), Vl(r) (dashed line) and the sum of the two (solidline) for a diproton with angular momentum l = 2 in the potential well of a 12Cnuclei using Ro = 1.4fm in equation(2.14).26
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Figure 2.5: Penetrability P = e 2G for a diproton with l = 2 in the potential wellof a 12C nuclei plotted against  the relative pp energy.2.3 Final State Interaction (FSI)When particles are produced in a nuclear reaction some of them interact amongthemselves so strongly that they inuence appreciably the properties of the reac-tion cross section. These processes are known as nal state interactions.A very important aspect of the role played by this interaction is that it maygreatly modify the angular distributions and the energy spectra of the particleswhich have been produced and yet will play no important role in the primarymechanism. It is as if the reaction rst takes place as if there were no nal stateinteraction and is then distorted by the short-range nuclear interactions beforethe produced particles can escape the range of their mutual forces.2.3.1 Experimental evidence for two proton FSIIt is well known that 2He or the diproton does not have any bound states. Inmany reactions, which produce 2He as a residual nucleus, an enhancement of the27
cross section at small relative pp energies , has been observed. Reactions in theform A+B  ! X + p + p experiments which have detected 2He can be dividedinto two sets; those that detect X and those that detect the two protons.The rst group studied the reactions 3He(d,t)2p [Con64], 2H(p,n)2p [Slo68, Dai73].Enhancements in triton and neutron spectra at high energies, corresponding tolow pp energies, were observed. This enhancement was attributed to the pp nalstate interaction of the the relative unbound 1S0 state of 2He.Figure 2.6 shows the triton spectrum from the work of Conzett et al. [Con64]. Thespectrum is tted with nal state interaction theoretical curves of Watson-Migdal,which are described in the next section.
Figure 2.6: Triton energy spectrum fromConzett et al. for the reaction 3He(d,t)2pwith Ed=33.4 MeV. Solid circles are data points and the tted lines use dierentvalues of scattering length ap for Watson-Migdal ts.The second category of experiments require the experimentally more complicateddetection of two low relative energy protons. This has been investigated by anumber of authors [Jah78, Sta79, Cog80, Dri80, Ohn93]. The conclusions drawn28
are that the distribution of the relative energy  of the two protons originatingfrom 2He is rather broad. It peaks at  400 keV and falls o slowly for higherrelative energies.In a recent experiment by Ohnuma et al. a high energy beam of deuterons wasused to bombard light nuclei to study (d,2He) reactions [Ohn93]. The relativeenergy spectra for two protons detected in coincidence is shown in gure 2.7.Good agreement is obtained with the solid line representing the Watson-MigdalFSI approximation which is explained in the next section.






Figure 2.7: Proton relative energy spectrum from Ohnuma et al. with solid lineshowing Monte Carlo calculations based on the Watson-Migdal nal state inter-action approximation.
29
2.3.2 Theoretical framework for FSIThe theory of nal state interaction has been treated by Watson and Migdal[Wat52, Mig55]. What follows is a concise description of FSI theory based onthe work of R.J.N. Phillips [Phi64]. This closely follows Watson's approach andrequires that three general conditions are fullled;1) Mechanism of the reaction cross section must be short range,2) Eect of FSI is to be considered only for low relative energies of the particles.3) FSI must be strong and attractive.Suppose that the interaction operator in the Schrodinger equation is separatedinto two terms  + V , where  is the two nucleon nal state interaction whichvanishes except when operating on the designated set. Watson shows that thetransition amplitude may be writtenTfi = h( )f jV j (+)i i; (2.24)where  (+)i is the complete scattering eigenfunction for the initial state (withoutgoing wave boundary conditions); ( )f is the eigenfunction for the nal stateunder interaction  alone (with ingoing wave boundary conditions). When aCoulomb force acts, as in the case for two protons, the outer wave function is( )f = e i(F cos  +G sin )=(kr) e i sin (1  ra)=(Ckr); (2.25)where r and k are the separation and the relative momentum of the proton pairrespectively. The approximation neglects terms of order k2r2, k2rro and r=R.R = h2=(e2mp) = 28.8fm, the Bohr radius of a proton bound to a xed unitcharge; F and G are the regular and irregular S-wave Coulomb wave function;C is the Coulomb penetration factor;  is the pp phase shift, related to the ppscattering length app and eective range rpp byC2k cot  + h()=R =  1=app + 12rppk2: (2.26)30
To complete all the denitions app = -7.69fm and rpp = 2.66fm. Sommereldparameter  = e2=hu, u is the pp relative velocity; e2=hc is the ne structureconstant; C2 = 2=(exp(2)  1) and h() =   ln  + Re 0(1+i) (1+i) which can bewritten in the form [Jac50]h() =   ln    0:5572 + 2 1Xn=1 1n(n2 + 2) : (2.27)The shape of the relative energy distribution for the two protons is given byBernstein et al. [Ber84] in their statistical model for the emission of particleunstable resonances from compound nuclei. Using experimental data by van Drielet al. [Dri80], which suggests that FSI formalism is valid up to relative energiesof at least 2 MeV, they propose that the density of states () is described by() = a exp(2)  1) ! sin2 (k)k !   2:0MeV (2.28)= b exp( c)  > 2:0MeVwhere (k) is obtained from equation(2.26), a and b are chosen so that () is bothnormalised and continuous at  = 2.0 MeV and c is a free parameter.Figure 2.8 illustrates the plot produced using expression (2.28) with a cut o at1.2 MeV which is the maximum for 2He emission from the 7.77 MeV excited statein 14O.
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ε)Figure 2.8: () according to FSI theory of Watson-Migdal.31
2He emission depends on this nal state interaction and on the penetrability.These two elements are combined in section 4.3 to give a probability distributionwhich is used in the Monte Carlo simulations for 2He emission.
32
2.4 Width predictionsThe total diproton width is dened as dip(= h ln 2=t 12 ) = Z  part()dE2p (2.29)where the diproton partial width,  part, is given in expression (2.17), () is thedensity of states of the 2He and t 12 is the half-life for diproton emission. Twomethods can be used to calculate this total diproton width.The rst is called the R-matrix formalism which is suitable for the emission of avery long-lived particle. It is obtained by replacing the density of states () inthe expression for the total width by a delta function, ().The second method uses the nal state interaction expression for () given byequation(2.28) and normalises the density of states by R1o ()d = 13 . Thisnormalisation of the density of states follows because the pp singlet state is avirtual state which corresponds to a scattering density of states of approximately13 [Php60, Kry95].The rst method gives a much larger value for the total width than the secondbecause of the assumption that the particle is long lived. In the work of Krygeret al., which has been discussed in section 1.2.1, they found that the rst methodpredicted a width of 225 keV corresponding to a 40% branching ratio for a deltafunction at  = 150 keV and l = 0. The nal state interaction method gave atotal width of only 16 keV well within their measured branching ratio limit for2He emission of 7%, thus leading to the conclusion that the latter was the bettermodel.These two methods have been used to calculate the widths for diproton emissionfrom the excited state in 14O and the results will be discussed in chapter 5. Theprogram used for these calculations was tested by reproducing the predictionsobtained by Kryger et al. [Kry95b]. 33
2.5 Proton emissionThe same model that describes diproton emission is used for proton emission. Inthis case all the available energy is kinetic, i.e. Qp = Ep, and a term for the spin-orbit potential must be included in the total potential given in equation(2.21).This spin-orbit potential has a strength and a sign which is dependent on theproduct of the proton spin  and proton angular momentum l, and is written,Vso(r) = ~:~l2 1r ( ddr (f(r;Rso; aso))) (2.30)where f(r;R; a) is the Woods Saxon form factor;f(r;R; a) = [1 + exp((r  R)=a)] 1 (2.31)and ~:~l = l for j = l + 12 (2.32)~:~l =  (l+ 1) for j = l   12(l > 0) (2.33)Rso = 1:01fm A 13 (2.34)aso = 0:75fm (2.35)and  is the pion Compton wavelength (' p2fm). The denitions are takenfrom Hofmann [Hof89].The widths for proton decay are calculated using the same equation as that fordiproton, i.e. equation(2.17) with all variables corrected for the case of a protonand one proton daughter system. The main dierence between the two being thatin the case of proton emission no density of state function needs to be considered.The results of width predictions using this model will be discussed in chapter 5.Previous attempts to predict proton widths and half-lives using dierent opticalmodel nuclear potentials from which both the inner and outer turning points canbe calculated [Pag90] will also be discussed.34
Chapter 3Experimental systemThe problems which face experimentalists using radioactive beams have been out-lined earlier as being very low beam currents and large backgrounds from the decayof the beam. When the Edinburgh Nuclear Physics group began its collaborationat Louvain-la-Neuve in mid-1992 it proposed to build up a general detection sys-tem which could extract data under these conditions. As the rst PhD studentinvolved in this work a major part of the initial work was the installation andtesting of such a system.This chapter contains a general description of the detection system and electronicsthat were used in the two experiments, i.e. commissioning and follow-up. Theresults of the rst experiment are discussed in some detail so that the experimentalmodications in the second can be understood. The end of the chapter containssome initial results relating to the overall performance for the detection system ofthe second experiment.The chapter begins with a description of the Radioactive Ion Beams Facility(RIBF) at Louvain-la-Neuve and production of a 13N3+ RIB.35
3.1 The ARENAS3 facility at Louvain-La-NeuveThe ARENAS3 facility is based on the post acceleration of mass-separated ra-dioactive ion beams. The short-lived radioactive species are produced in thebombardment of a target, located in the shielding between the two cyclotrons,with a 150A 30 MeV proton beam from the CYCLONE 30 cyclotron. Theydiuse out of the hot target, which is heated by the proton beam alone, and arepumped towards an ECR source. Before going to the ion source the gas passesdierent traps in order to reduce the gas load, consisting mainly of H2O, N2, CO2and hydrocarbons. The dedicated ECR ion source has been designed to optimisethe yields for low charge states (1+ to 3+) [Dec91]. These ions are extracted out ofthe ECR source (extraction voltage  7 kV), separated by a 90o analysing magnet,transported to the second accelerator using two lenses and are axially injected intoCYCLONE through a 90o bending magnet. This K=110 (E  110q2=A) cyclotronaccelerates the ions to the desired energy. Figure 3.1 shows the layout of the twocyclotrons with gure 3.2 showing the layout of the entire facility.CYCLONE has been modied in the central region to allow its operation in thesixth harmonic mode which is required to obtain the low energies required forastrophysics experiments [Jon89]. The accessible energy range goes up to 0.6 and9 MeV/nucleon in the sixth and third harmonic modes respectively. An overviewof the beams available at the facility in Louvain-la-Neuve is given in table 3.1.The radioactive ion beam intensity is obtained from the equation;Y = Nextrionacc (3.1)where  is the formation cross section,  the primary beam intensity and N isthe thickness of the target. extr is the eciency with which the ions are extractedfrom the target. ion is the ionisation eciency. acc is the acceleration eciencyof the second cyclotron. The next section details the production of 13N and valuesfor these eciencies are given. 36
Figure 3.1: Layout of the two cyclotrons at the Louvain-la-Neuve Radioactive IonBeams Facility. Isotope T1=2 Production Emax Intensity(s) Target (MeV) (pps)6He+ 0.8 LiF 18 310611C+ 1200 BN 10 110713N+ 600 13C 8.5 210813N2+ 600 13C 34 110813N3+ 600 13C 76 310718Ne3+ 1.7 LiF 55 410519Ne2+ 17 LiF 23 510819Ne4+ 17 LiF 93 210835Ar5+ 1.8 NaCl 79 1105Table 3.1: Characteristics of the accelerated ion beams available at the ARENAS3facility. 37
Figure 3.2: General layout of the Louvain-la-Neuve Radioactive Ion Beams Facil-ity. 38
3.1.1 Production of 13N RIBThe 30 MeV protons bombard a target made of 13C pellets, obtained from 99% en-riched 13C powder graphitised under high temperatures and pressures, and embed-ded into a natural graphite rod in good thermal contact with a water cooled coppercylinder [Dec92]. Large amounts of 13N are produced through the 13C(p,n)13N re-action. For 30 MeV protons impinging on a thick 13C target (1g/cm2) theyield is Y = 1:6  10 3 13N nuclei per incident proton [Dar90]. The 13N activityis extracted from these targets as 13N-14N molecules using a small nitrogen gasow. The 13N-14N molecules are transferred to a single stage electron cyclotronresonance (ECR) ion source.The experiment described in this thesis required a 45 MeV beam. To achieve sucha high energy the 3+ charge state was required (see table 3.1). This represented therst time such a high charge state had been used in a nuclear physics experimentand could thus be seen as part of the beam development project at the laboratory[Gal95].The extraction eciency of 13N from the 13C production target is independent ofthe charge state with an eciency normally of extr = 20-30%. Ionisation eciencyion for 3+ is < 3% as compared to < 20% for 1+ charge state. Accelerationeciency acc is < 3% and slightly better for 3+ than for 1+ due to the higherinjection energy of the former.3.2 Detection system3.2.1 IntroductionSilicon p-n junction diodes have been used for more than thirty years to detectionising radiation. The advantages of silicon as a detection medium are the low39

















Figure 3.3: Details of a basic p+-n junction silicon detectorlayer of p+ donor boron ions implanted onto the front surface region of the n-typesilicon. Negative bias is applied to each p+ region via the aluminium contactswhich produces a depletion region in the bulk of the silicon. Detectors are oftenoperated at several times the depletion bias voltage to eectively deplete the entirevolume of silicon. The small inter-strip separation minimises the dead area on thedetector surface. This dead area is passivated, i.e. it has been oxidised at very40
high temperatures which minimises the leakage current between strips.The Edinburgh group has been at the forefront of silicon strip detector applicationsin nuclear physics experiments. In proton radioactivity experiments 96 channel sil-icon strip detectors, providing pixel information on the scale of 0.30m0.30m,have been used [Sel92, Liv93]. As a continuation of this work the Louvain-Edinburgh Detector Array was developed for work with radioactive beams.3.2.2 Louvain Edinburgh Detector Array, LEDAThe Louvain-Edinburgh Detector Array, LEDA, is an annular silicon strip detectorfabricated by Micron Semiconductor Ltd. [Mic]. It consists of 128 p+ siliconstrips on the front face, divided into eight sectors of sixteen strips, as shown inthe schematic in gure 3.4 and the photograph in gure 3.5. For every sector
26cm
16 p+ SIGNALS TO PREAMPS FOR
EACH SECTOR & 1n+
10cm
Figure 3.4: Schematic of the Louvain-Edinburgh Detector Array, LEDA.there is a single large area n+ pad on the back face. LEDA has an inner radius of5cm and an outer radius of 13cm. 41
LEDA was designed so that it would cover a large solid angle to compensate forthe low beam currents available from RIB. For a detector to target distance of20cm LEDA covers 9% of the total solid angle. As will be shown later in thischapter  particles from the natural decay of the beam deposit a maximum of 1 MeV in the the 300m of silicon. Thus the background is away from the regionof interest which is discused in chapter 4. With the high degree of segmentationevents of interest will be distinguished from the large background. The propertiesof LEDA are summarised in tables 3.2 and 3.3.Active area  56cm2Thickness 300mFront face 16 p+ stripsBack face 1 n+ padStrip width 5mmInter-strip distance 100m for target-LEDA 1odistance of 20cm see table 3.3Energy resolution  27 keV for alphas(see g 3.6)Table 3.2: Summary of properties for a single LEDA sector.strip strip0 (outermost) 18ostrip1 24ostrip2 32ostrips3-15 38oTable 3.3: Azimuthal angle subtended by each strip from the beam axis. Strip0has the largest radius and strip15 the smallest.Figure 3.6 shows an -energy spectrum for the sum of all working strips gain-matched and oset corrected taken during the experiment with a three line -42
Figure 3.5: Photograph of the Louvain-Edinburgh Detector Array.43
source revealing an alpha resolution of 27 keV. This is consistent with the expectedvalue, exp, given by the equation [Kem80];exp = q2e + (Es)2where e is the electronic noise typically 23 keV, obtained from pulser spectra(see gure 3.7), and Es is the straggling of the  particles, given by Es =25px, in the aluminium window of thickness x (m) [Kem80].






























tsFigure 3.7: Typical pulser spectrum for a single channel using a BNC PB-4 pre-cision pulser. FWHM is  2 channels which is equivalent to 23 keV.3.3 The commissioning experimentThe experiments described in this thesis were all performed at the RadioactiveIon Beams Facility in Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium. This section describes theexperimental setup for commissioning run which took place in February 1994.It is essential to describe the results and conclusions which were obtained in or-der to understand the experimental changes made for the follow-up experiment,described in section 3.4.3.3.1 General setup for commissioning experimentA side view of the the experimental vacuum chamber is shown in gure 3.8. TheLEDA detector was held on mounts attached to the inside of the chamber door.The target wheel was 16.5cm in diameter and could hold up to 12 dierent targets.The target to detector distance was adjusted from outside the chamber. Duringthe run this was kept at 22.4cm thus covering an angular range of =13-30o.During the run an aluminium foil of 11.7mg/cm2 protected the detector by stop-ping the heavy ions. It worked over a range of dierent target-detector distances.45
The mount which housed this foil was designed, as part of this thesis project, tofunction over the range of target-detector distances of 20-30cm The foil could bereplaced by a thick aluminium plate for additional protection whenever the beamwas being tuned.A 1.45mg/cm2 CH2 foil could be inserted externally into the beam line .9m fromthe target to degrade the beam energy.The chamber was aligned using a laser placed several metres up the beam line.The 13N radioactive beam had a diameter of 7mm which was collimated usingthe system shown in gure 3.9. For this experiment C1, C2 and C3 were 17, 7and 10mm respectively. C4 was the collimator on the target wheel from whichcurrent could be read and was used for beam optimisation.A total of seventeen signals were taken from each sector; sixteen p+ and one fromthe n+ pad. These signals were connected by short 34-way cables and vacuumfeed-throughs to the preampliers on the outside of the chamber door.
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DEGRADERFigure 3.8: Schematic side view of experimental chamber used in the commission-ing run. 46
90cm
Target wheel
C1 C2 C3 C4Figure 3.9: Layout of the dierent collimators along the beam line.3.3.2 PreampliersThe preamplier is the rst stage in the chain of data processing electronics con-nected to the detector. In general the physical event in the detector will releasean amount of charge proportional to the deposited energy of the particle. Thepreampliers used in this experiment were designed by the Edinburgh group incollaboration with Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) specically for stripdetector applications [Dav90]. They are charge sensitive and have a compact mod-ular design which can be tted onto a motherboard making extremely compactmulti-channel preamplier units.For this experiment the preampliers were mounted onto the back of the chamberdoor in aluminium boxes, shown in gure 3.10 with lids removed. Each of the totalof eight boxes contained a single motherboard which provided preamplication forthe 16 p+ and 1 n+ signals of a sector. These signals were fed along 834 waytwisted pair cables (15 metres long and doubly shielded) up to the junction boardsin the electronics cabin that sat above the experimental area. The junction boardssplit the 34-way cables into 216-way which were fed into the ampliers.
47
Figure 3.10: Photograph showing the eight preamplier boxes attached to theback of the experimental chamber door.3.3.3 Shaping ampliersThe shaping ampliers modules were also designed by Edinburgh/RAL [Tho90].A single module contains eight high density cards each bearing a shaping amplierand discriminator circuit, and each with its own pole-zero and oset adjustment.Shaping times are preset at 0.5s; the common discriminator thresholds are de-termined by a single potentiometer for all eight channels and the gains are set byselecting the appropriate resistor pack. The full range for the ampliers was setat 20 MeV using 22
 resistor packs. Analogue and logic outputs were providedon sets of 16-way IDC headers for connection to ribbon cables.
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3.3.4 Edinburgh Coincidence Unit (ECU)Particles are identied using time-of-ight versus energy spectra as described insection 3.3.8 and 3.5. For particle-particle coincidence experiments it is necessaryto have timing information for each detector in order to identify particles and tomeasure the time dierence between hits. LEDA consists of 128 strips and atthe time of the original proposal [Woo93] it was impossible to instrument sucha large number with TDC's. The solution was to have one TDC per sector andone for each ring making a total of 24 channels. Thus for every ADC hit twoTDC's would re giving co-ordinates in the form (sector; strip). The signal forthe sector TDC's was trivial to set up but the ring TDC required the design of anew electronic module.As part of this thesis project it was necessary to design, build and test sucha module. The basic function of the ECU is shown in gure 3.11 and gure3.12 shows a photograph of the module. It takes the 128 logic signals from theampliers and routes the signals to produce a wire OR of each ring. It consistsof two boards connected by a 34-way cable. ECU was designed to be CAMAC














‘OR’ OF   CHANNEL 0
SECTOR 6
SECTOR 7Figure 3.11: Schematic diagram of the Edinburgh Coincidence Unit.compatible so that it could easily be incorporated alongside the standard logic49
conguration.The printed circuit board layout was designed using a commercial computer aideddesign package called P-CAD. This package allows the user to position coppertraces, pads and holes on the screen. It can handle multi-layer boards, design ofspecial components, insertion of text along with many other features. The naldesign can be plotted out for visual checking. The disk le containing the detailsof all the layers is then supplied to the manufacturing subcontractor, who uses acomputer driven photoplotter to directly generate the photo masks for the board.The ECU used two copper layers, front and back, and gold contacts for the powersupplies. Manufacture was carried out by a local company, Zot Engineering Ltd.[Zot]. Initially a prototype was ordered and fully constructed, small faults weredetected in the design which were corrected for the second module. The secondmodule worked well and has been used for the two runs. Technical details of theECU are given in appendix A.The next section describes how the unit was integrated into the logic conguration.3.3.5 Conguration of electronicsFigure 3.15 shows a block diagram of the electronics used in the commissioningexperiment.Analog signals from the ampliers for the 128 p+ strips and 8 n+ pads were sentdirectly to the ADC's in the CAMAC crate. The 24 TDC channels were dividedup into 3 LeCroy CAMAC TDC modules. The ECL logic from the amplierswas split into three. One set of signals was delayed by 300ns and sent into theECU resulting in an OR of the rings (as described in secton 3.3.4). These werethen connected to the inputs of two LeCroy TDC's. The second set of signals50
Figure 3.12: Photograph of the Edinburgh Coincidence Unit.51
was delayed by 200ns and connected to the MALU's (Majority Logic Units). TheMALU's produce a charge for each logic pulse and, thus, the discriminator couldbe used as hardware multiplicity selector. The nal set of signals went into twoLeCroy 4564 logic units which OR each sector. These were again fanned out withone set for the sector TDC's and the other an OR of all strips used as the gatefor the MALU's.The trigger for the ADC's was the coincidence between the MALU discriminatoroutput (any p+ hit for multiplicity equal to one) and the high frequency (HF)signal from the cyclotron. For a 13N3+ beam of 45 MeV this HF has a period of75ns. The AND condition selects every other pulse. The trigger was delayed andstretched using quad timers (QT) so that the ADC gate was 2s wide as shownin gure 3.13.Figure 3.14 shows how the timing information was read. An output register inthe CAMAC crate resets the latch when the event has been read.
(   s)µ1 2 3 4 50
shaping amp output
amp logic output
ADC gateFigure 3.13: Output shapes from amplier and ADC gate.52
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spectraFigure 3.16: Block diagram showing the layout of the acquisition system.3.3.7 Running the experimentPrior to the experiment all preampliers and ampliers were tested using thepulser. LEDA was tested with an -source in the target position, running theacquisition system and checking the hit pattern. Figure 3.17 shows an exampleof the -particle hit pattern for all 128 LEDA strips. Channels 0-15 correspondto sector 0, channels 16-31 to sector 1, etc. The solid angle eects can be seenclearly where the peak comes from the largest strip which is the fourth outermost(see gure 3.5).A stable beam of 45 MeV 13C3+ with the collimator in the target position was usedto check that the beam prole was in the correct position. Current measurementsfrom the collimator and the faraday cup were used by the engineers to ne tunethe beam using vertical and horizontal steering magnets.With the radioactive beam on the CH2 target the timing delay from the HF was55
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Figure 3.17: -particle hit pattern for the working strips in LEDA 1 with sets of16 corresponding to each sector. Spectrum clearly shows the solid angle eectsdue to the dierent strip sizes.adjusted so that events from both pulses fell within the timing window.The main run was on a CH2 target with a number of control experiments alsocarried out. The control experiments were running with a 12C target and runningo-resonance by inserting a 1.45mg/cm2 CH2 foil into the beam line. The latterwas the only viable option for beam degradation because once the beam energywas decided it could only be changed by shutting down the cyclotron and makingmodications.The amount of time and number of beam particles for the commissioning run isgiven in table 3.4.3.3.8 Results of commissioning runThe results presented here can also be found in the proposal for the follow-upexperiment submitted to the PAC in September 1994 [Woo94]. There is a certaindegree of overlap between the results here and those for the second experiment.Thus matters such as particle identication and details of the behaviour of the56
Commissioning experiment using single LEDA systemTarget CH2 O-resonance CH2 12CThickness g/cm2 550 1450 + 550 200Total 13N incident  4.1860 0.2708 0.8763beam particles (1012)Total time (hrs.) 31.05 8.03 6.5Table 3.4: Summary of total beam for dierent targets for commissioning run. Estimated using average beam over period of time.elastically scattered protons can be found in the preliminary analysis of the datafrom the second run in section 3.5.Figure 3.18 shows a typical time of ight versus energy plot for the sum of all stripsin a single sector with a CH2 target. The plot reveals the presence of -particles,protons and the  background. A better example showing the clear separationbetween protons and alpha particles for the plot resulting from a single strip isgiven in section 3.5 gure 3.26. Particle identication is also discussed in theaforementioned section. The plot shows that the protons deposit a maximum of6 MeV in the 300m of silicon as discussed in 3.5 and that the two sets of pulses,separated by 75ns, are present because of the gate conditions.The  channel is energetically closed for reactions on hydrogen so they must begenerated by reactions with the carbon in the target. This is conrmed in a similarplot, shown in 3.19, obtained from the 12C target data. What is noticeable is thesignicant level of protons observed from the 12C target. The most likely originof these protons is fusion-evaporation reactions since the incident energy of 13N iswell above the Coulomb barrier for a 12C target.Evaporation protons would have an average energy in excess of 10 MeV [Sie84]which would not be stopped by the 300m thick LEDA detector. This explanationis conrmed by the existence of a high number of proton-proton coincidence eventsboth in the CH2 and 12C data. Figures 3.20 and 3.21 show energy-energy plots57
for coincident protons for CH2 and 12C data respectively.A comparison between the singles alphas and the coincidence protons observedfrom the two targets indicates that 90% of the CH2 proton-proton coincidencedata are due to evaporation protons from 12C induced reactions which in turnimplies that only 10% of events are due to H induced reactions.Figure 3.22 shows a comparison of the CH2 proton coincidence data, subtractedand normalised with respect to the 12C data, and 12C data both projected from anenergy-energy plot onto the 45o axis. The plot clearly shows an excess of eventsin the region between 2.2-3.8 MeV that is not reected in the 12C data. Thisexcess of around 2500 events cannot be re-normalised away without causing alarge decit in the region below 2.0 MeV where the 12C yield peaks. An analysisof random coincidences between adjacent beam pulses indicated that only 160 ofthese events were caused by randoms.Figure 3.23 compares the normalised data with Monte Carlo simulations for 2Heand sequential emission (the simulations are discussed in chapter 4). The dataare broadly consistent with the simulations.ConclusionThe conclusions drawn were that a signal for two proton emission had been ob-served but that the large background precluded a detailed analysis of the mecha-nism. This background from fusion-evaporation protons ( 10 MeV) along withelastically scattered protons of around 8 to 11 MeV would not be stopped bythe 300m thick LEDA detector and instead deposit a fraction of their energy asthey punched through. The solution put forward for the follow-up experiment tominimise this background was to use; E-Veto detection system where the protons of interest would be stopped in therst detector and/or 58





75nsFigure 3.18: Time of ight plot for CH2 data for the sum of all strips in sector 4.
Figure 3.19: Time of ight plot for 12C data for the sum of all strips in sector 4.
60
Figure 3.20: Proton energy-energy plot for CH2 data.
Figure 3.21: Proton energy-energy plot for 12C data.61













Figure 3.22: Coincidence proton spectra projected onto 45o axis of energy-energyplots. The dashed line shows the CH2 data with 12C subtracted normalised withrespect to the alphas. Solid line is for 12C target.
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2He projected onto 45 degrees
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Figure 3.23: Projection onto 45o for (a) simulation for sequential decay and (c)2He emission and (b) is the excess CH2 counts.63
3.4 General setup for follow-up experimentA side view of the the experimental vacuum chamber is shown in gure 3.24 withthe two LEDA detectors at the heart of the system. LEDA 2 was attached tothe inside of the chamber door and LEDA 1 held in position 2.5cm apart usingmounts designed specically for this thesis experiment. LEDA 2 is the same asthat used in the rst experiment.The protons of interest in this experiment, as discussed in sections 4.2 and 4.3, willbe stopped by the combination of the thicker 12.6mg/cm2 aluminium foil and the300m of LEDA 1. The foil works over a larger range of target-detector distancesthan that in gure 3.8.LEDA 2 acts as a large area veto to eliminate high energy protons that penetrateLEDA 1. As can be seen from the geometry the outer strips have no veto. Thethicknesses for each sector of LEDA 1 and operating voltages are given in table3.5.
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TARGET WHEELSET DISTANCEFigure 3.24: Side view schematic of vacuum chamber used in follow-up run.64
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zirconium foil in front of the target, running with a 12C target and a run with justthe degrader foil in position and no target. The amount of time and number ofbeam particles for the second experimental run is given in table 3.6.Second experiment using 2  LEDA systemTarget CH2 O-resonance CH2 12C Zr degraderThickness g/cm2 540 Zr + 540 200 1000Total 13N incident y 1.4014 1.4814 1.3475 0.4774beam particles (1012)Total time (hrs.) 5.87 5.90 6.25 2.05Table 3.6: Summary of total beam for dierent targets for follow-up experiment.y Measured from integrator for each run.3.5 Preliminary analysis of follow-up experimentADC channels 0 to 127 are the 128 p+ strips in LEDA 1 and ADC's 128 to 135are the 8 n+ pads of LEDA 2. For each event in LEDA 1 the channel numberis broken up into the form (sector; ring). The sectors range from 0-7 and ringsfrom 0-15 where ring(0) is the outermost and ring(15) the innermost. For theevent to be accepted the two corresponding TDC channels must have red. Formultiplicity equal to two then 94% of events were found to fulll this condition.If the particle is stopped in LEDA 1, i.e. there is no signal in the correspondingsector in LEDA 2, then the particle is identied.O-line analysis revealed that n+ back plane veto for sector six did not respondand data from this sector have been omitted from the full analysis.Figure 3.26 shows a typical time versus energy plot for a single strip where noveto was registered in the back detector. The spectrum reveals the presence ofalpha particles and protons separated much better than in the corresponding casefor the commissioning run ( gure 3.18). Two beam pulses separated by 75ns67















Particle Energy (MeV)Figure 3.26: Time versus energy plot for a single strip for events which leave nosignal in LEDA 2. Protons, alphas and betas can clearly be distinguished andthe gure shows typical proton windows which are set in the software for particleidentication. Timing information is taken from the ring TDC.
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deuteronsFigure 3.27: Energy in LEDA 2 against energy in LEDA 1 for sum of all stripsin sector 2 for multiplicity one events. Figure shows fold back for particles whichare not stopped in either detector.
70
given by, Elproton = Eprojectile 4mprojectile(mprojectile + 1)2 cos2 lproton (3.2)where Eprojectile, mprojectile are the projectile energy and mass, and lproton is theproton lab angle. The black circles in gure 3.28 represent the elastic proton peakagainst angle for on-resonance data. As the angle increases the protons have lessenergy, travel slower and, hence, deposit more energy in the detector. The solidline represents a simulation using equation(3.2) with energy loses in 12.6mg/cm2of aluminium foil and energy deposited in 307m of silicon corresponding to sector3 (see table 3.5) taken into consideration. The simulation uses a beam of energy,Eprojectile = 44 MeV, corresponding to the centre of the target and it reproducesthe data to a high degree of accuracy.





















On resonance data for sector 3
307um thick.
Figure 3.28: Energy deposited by elastics in LEDA 1. Dark circles represents thedata and the solid line the predicted amount using energy loss calculations withan incident beam of 44 MeV and the experimental conditions described in thetext.The back detector does not veto all the high energy protons that punch through.This can be seen in gure 3.29 which shows the protons for each strip in sector71







































































































































Figure 3.30: Veto eciency as a function of strip number were the eciency iscalculated from the number of high energy elastic protons that are vetoed by theback detector. Spectrum shows that the outer strips 0 and 1 have no veto becauseof the detector geometry.
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Chapter 4Monte Carlo SimulationThe two proton decay mechanisms were simulated using a code called UNI-MONTE which is an all purpose Monte Carlo breakup code [Mac].The code was adapted to incorporate the LEDA detector and to simulate bothsequential and 2He emission. A large part of this thesis project has been to;(i) Create a sophisticated model for 2He emission containing FSI theory and thebarrier penetrability discussed in sections 2.3.2 and 2.2 respectively.(ii) Simulate sequential two proton emission.(iii) Take account of the experimental conditions from section 3.4.What follows is a general description of the code followed by details of how thedierent mechanisms were simulated giving sample spectra and, nally, tests forthe code's robustness.
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4.1 General features of UNIMONTE4.1.1 Main codeThe main code consists of three sections: input section, kinematic section anddetector control.In the input section the reaction is specied in the following form,target(projectile; ejectile)The simulation allows for the possibility of a recoil nucleus. However all thesimulations which have been performed for this thesis project are for a singleparticle being produced in the reaction. Thus the kinematics discussed are forthis case. The ejectile breaks up into two fragments which in turn can break upinto, at most, two subfragments each;ejectile ! frag(1; 0) + frag(2; 0)frag(1; 0)  ! subfrag(1; 1) + subfrag(1; 2)frag(2; 0)  ! subfrag(2; 1) + subfrag(2; 2)The input le also contains the beam energy, detector to target distance and theexcitation energies and widths of any fragments which are not in their groundstate. The reaction is H(13N,14O) and the simulation studies the emission of twoprotons from the 7.77 MeV ( = 76 keV, J= 2+) excited state in 14O as discussedin section 1.3.The kinematics section begins by taking a random point on the resonance, referredto as the excitation of the ejectile Eexejectile. The code calculates where the beamwas stopped in the target and, hence, the projectile lab energy, Elp. The notationis the same as that used in chapter 2 where c and l are centre of mass andlaboratory frames respectively and subscripts p for projectile and t for the target.76
The velocity of the centre of mass is given byvc = vlp( mpmp +mt ) (4.1)where vlp is the projectile velocityvlp = (2Elpmp ) 12 (4.2)The total energy in the centre of mass is given byEctot = Ecp + Ect = Elp( mtmp +mt ) (4.3)The separation energy of the ejectile is calculated fromEsepejectile = Eexejectile +Qejectile   Eexfrag(1;0)  Eexfrag(2;0) (4.4)where Qejectile is the the Q-value for the ground state reaction and the last twoterms are the excitation energies of the two fragments. The ejectile breaks up intothe two fragments with each sharing the energy inversely with respect to theirmass, Ecfrag(1;0) = Esepejectile( mfrag(2;0)mfrag(1;0)+mfrag(2;0)) (4.5)Ecfrag(2;0) = Esepejectile( mfrag(1;0)mfrag(1;0)+mfrag(2;0)) (4.6)The velocities of the fragments are given byvcfrag(i;0) = (2Ecfrag(i;0)mfrag(i;0) ) 12 (4.7)where i=1,2. The fragments are then scattered isotropically into 4, unless oth-erwise specied, to give the three x; y; z velocity components. The laboratoryvelocities and energies are calculated from~vlfrag(i;0) = ~vlfrag(i;0)+ ~vc (4.8)Elfrag(i;0) = 12mfrag(i;0)((vlx)2 + (vly)2 + (vlz)2)frag(i;0) (4.9)77












targetFigure 4.1: Figure shows the velocity components of a particle and its intersectionwith the detector plane. Each event is give polar co-ordinates in the detectionplane in the form r and .When two protons are detected in coincidence the event is dumped into the sortroutine. 78
4.1.2 Sort routineThe sort routine has been designed to account for the experimental conditions de-scribed in section 3.4. Analysis of the experimental data provides limited angularinformation were we know which strip was hit but not where exactly on that strip.Thus, for each hit in the data analysis a random point on the strip is taken. Incontrast the simulation provides exact angular information, so, in order to repli-cate experimental conditions a random point within the strip is taken. This isdiscussed in greater detail in section 4.5.3.The proton energy losses in the 12.6mg/cm2 aluminium foil, used in the exper-iment to stop the heavy ions, are calculated after correcting for angle. If theprotons are not stopped in the 300m of silicon then the energy which wouldbe deposited is calculated. Examples for simulations with and without the alu-minium foil for the dierent mechanisms are given later in this chapter.Straggling in the aluminium foil is also calculated for each proton by choosing arandom point on a gaussian centred on the initial energy. The FWHM for thegaussian is determined from the relationships given in [Gil92]. The standard devi-ation for non-relativistic heavy particles passing through a distance x (in metres)of a material is given by2 = 4NAr2e (mec2)2ZAx = 15:68  10 3ZAx (4.10)where NA is Avogadro's number, re and me the classical radius and electron massand , Z, A are the density, atomic number and atomic weight of the material.For 12.6mg/cm2(= 4.6610 6 m) of aluminium 2=0.96110 3MeV2. This givesa FWHM of 75 keV following the relation, FWHM = 2.35.The sort routine calculates a variety of quantities, such as; Energy versus energy plots and their projections. Proton energies are converted into the c frame using equation(2.2). Q-value of the reaction is calculated from equation(2.9). Relative energy of the two protons given by equation(2.13).79
4.2 Sequential emission------------------------------------------------------------------45.0 250 | beam energy(MeV) Beam FWHM(keV)1H(13N,14O) | target(projectile,ejectile)14O->13N+1H | ejectile -> frag1 + frag213N->12C+1H | frag1 -> subfrag1-1 + subfrag1-2| frag2 -> subfrag2-1 + subfrag2-2--------------------------------------0 0 | energy and width of recoil state2.365 0.034 | .. .. .. .. frag1 state0 0 | .. .. .. .. subfrag1-1 state0 0 | .. .. .. .. subfrag1-2 state0 0 | .. .. .. .. frag2 state| .. .. .. .. subfrag2-1 state| .. .. .. .. subfrag2-2 state---------------------------------------50000 1 0 | no. of events, detectors, collimators-------------------------------------------------------------------.TRUE. | LEDA-array ?220 | distance target to detectoriso | p1: "iso" , "aso"-------------------------------------------------------------------Figure 4.2: Example of input le used to simulate sequential decay mechanism.The last line provides the option \aso" of using a non isotropic angular distributionfor the rst emitted proton.An example of the input le for sequential decay is given in gure 4.2. Sequentialdecay from the 7.77 MeV excited state in 14O can only decay via one intermediatestate in 13N which has a width of 33.70.9 keV [Ajz91]. The two protons areunbound by 1.2 MeV which is divided between the two steps as follows;14O  ! 13N + p (Q = 775keV)13N  ! 12Cgs + p (Q = 425keV)The rst proton p1 is emitted with angular momentum l = 2, (2+  ! 1=2+), andthe second p2 with l = 0, (1/2+  ! 0+), as shown in gure 1.12. The simulationsshown in this chapter use isotropic emission for the two protons. Figure 4.3 is aplot of the energy of the rst proton p1 against the energy of the second protonp2 with no energy losses in the aluminium foil.80
Figure 4.3: Plot of proton 1 energy against proton 2 energy for sequential emission.The separation of the spectra into two elds is due to the rst proton moving eithertowards or away from the detector. The laboratory energies for p1 lie between0.8 MeV to 1.5 MeV and 3.5 MeV to 6 MeV and those of p2 from 1.5 MeV to 5MeV. However with an experimental system which was unable to distinguish thetwo protons gure 4.4 would be expected. Inclusion of proton energy losses in thealuminium foil results in a 2D plot such as that in gure 4.5 which reveals thatthe lower energy grouping has insucient energy to penetrate the foil.The proton lab energies can be converted back into the centre of mass frameusing equation(2.2). This conversion contains the value a1 which depends onwhich part of the resonance has been hit. Since this is an unknown quantity inthe experiment the simulation uses the energy corresponding to the centre of theresonance. This results in a broadening of the peaks and means that informationon the widths is lost. Two examples are given in gures 4.6 and 4.7 whichcorrespond to the cases were there is no aluminium foil and to the case where thefoil is present respectively. In the rst plot the two groupings are clearly separatedwith the energies of 720 keV for the rst proton and 390 keV for the second. These81
Figure 4.4: Sequential emission energy-energy plot for coincident protons with noaluminium foil and a target to detector distance of 22cm.
Figure 4.5: Sequential emission energy-energy plot for coincident protons withproton energy losses due to a 12.6mg/cm2 aluminium foil calculated. Target todetector distance of 22cm. 82
Figure 4.6: Proton energies converted back into the centre of mass for no alu-minium foil. The peaks are at 720 keV and 390 keV as expected from equation(4.5).
Figure 4.7: Proton energies converted back into the centre of mass for the alu-minium foil present. 83
energies correspond to the total transition centre of mass energies shared betweenthe fragments as described by equation(4.5).With the energies and angles of two coincident protons the Q-value of the reactioncan be calculated using the expression given in equation(2.9). The Q-value of theground state reaction is Q = -1.944 MeV, as shown by the lighter line in gure4.8, with the darker demonstrating the eect of the aluminium foil.











Figure 4.8: Q-value of reaction 13N + p  ! 12Cgs + p + p (Q = -1.944 MeV).Spectra obtained from simulation for sequential emission using a random point onthe strip. Darker line shows the eects on the plot when the proton energy lossesin the aluminium foil are included in the simulation.
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4.3 2He emission-------------------------------------------------------------------------------45.0 250 | beam energy(MeV) Beam FWHM(keV)1H(13N,14O) | target(projectile,ejectile)14O->2HE+12C | ejectile -> frag1 + frag22HE->1H+1H | frag1 -> subfrag1-1 + subfrag1-2| frag2 -> subfrag2-1 + subfrag2-2---------------------------------------------------0 0 | energy and width of recoil state0 0 | .. .. .. .. frag1 state0 0 | .. .. .. .. subfrag1-1 state0 0 | .. .. .. .. subfrag1-2 state0 0 | .. .. .. .. frag2 state| .. .. .. .. subfrag2-1 state| .. .. .. .. subfrag2-2 state---------------------------------------------------50000 1 0 | number of events, detectors, collimators-------------------------------------------------------------------------------.TRUE. | LEDA-array ?220 | distance target to detector-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Figure 4.9: Example of input le used to simulate 2He emission from the 7.77MeV excited state in 14O.The 7.77 MeV excited state in 14O can also decay by emission of a 2He cluster asdiscussed in section 2.2. Figure 4.9 shows a typical input le for the simulationof 2He emission.The 2He cluster is formed inside the potential well of the 12C. The total availableenergy to the two protons is 1.2 MeV, a fraction of this, , is converted into massand the remainder E = 1.2 -  is the energy available for the diproton to tunnelthrough the barrier. When the cluster penetrates the barrier it breaks up into twoprotons with the mass that held it together converted into relative energy of thepp pair. The decay is described as follows;14O  ! 2He + 12Cgs (Q = 1:2   )2He  ! p+ p (Q = )The simulation for diproton emission contains a probability distribution Prob()from 0 to 1.2 MeV given by equation(4.11) and discussed fully in sections 2.2 and2.3.2. Prob() is the product of the nal state interaction density of states and85
the barrier penetrabilityProb() = sin2 (k)C2k  exp 2G (4.11)
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Figure 4.10: Probability distribution for the relative energy of two protons givenby equation(4.11).Figure 4.10 shows that the probability distribution has a broad peak centered at150 keV. For each event in the simulation a value for the pp relative energy, , istaken. This is converted into the binding energy of the 2He cluster by the equationMass2He =1 H+1 H+ Q2He = The ejectile separation energy described by equation(4.4) is corrected for this massincrease. When the 2He breaks up the two protons equally share  in the centre ofmass reference frame. Figure 4.11 is an energy-energy plot for 2He emission andgure 4.12 shows the energy loss eect due to the presence of the aluminium foil.As a test of the code section 4.5.2 shows how these energy-energy plots vary whena narrow peak for the relative energy distribution is used in the simulations.86
Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show the proton energies converted into the centre of massframe, using a random point on the strip to dene the angles, for no aluminium foiland for foil present respectively. The former shows a line running along Ecp1+Ecp2 =1:05 MeV as expected for a relative energy distribution peaking at 150 keV.Figure 4.15 shows the Q-value spectrum with and without aluminium foil withthe lighter line corresponding to no foil.
87
Figure 4.11: 2He emission energy-energy plot for coincident protons with a targetto detector distance of 22cm.
Figure 4.12: 2He emission energy-energy plot for coincident protons with protonenergy losses due to a 12.6mg/cm2 aluminium foil calculated and a target todetector distance of 22cm. 88
Figure 4.13: Proton energies converted back into the centre of mass for the noaluminium foil case.
Figure 4.14: Proton energies converted back into the centre of mass for the alu-minium foil present. 89











Figure 4.15: Q-value of reaction 13N + p  ! 12Cgs + p + p Q = -1.944 MeV.Darker line shows eect on the spectrum when the aluminium foil is included inthe simulation.4.4 Comparison of the two mechanismsIt can clearly be seen from gures 4.5 and 4.12 that the protons, after losingenergy in the aluminium foil, have a maximum energy less than 6 MeV and willconsequently be stopped in the 300m of silicon which make up LEDA (see table3.7 for ranges of particles in silicon).This section presents a comparison of the two mechanisms in which the darker linerepresents 2He emission and the lighter line sequential emission. All the spectrashown in this section are for the case where the aluminium foil is present.Figure 4.16 shows how the two mechanisms can be distinguished by compar-ing slices on the energy-energy plots. These gures correspond to projections ofenergy-energy plots onto an Elp1 + Elp2 = z axis where, for the following slices, zis set at;(a) 5.52 MeV  z < 6.44 MeV(b) 6.44 MeV  z < 7.63 MeV 90
(c) z  7.36 MeV(d) 5.88 MeV  z  7.54 MeVThe gures for 2He are relatively at. For the sequential case the dierent energyslices produce distinct gures. The slice for (c) corresponds to the highest energyand picks out the two extremes which can be seen in gure 4.5, whilst the others(a),(b) and (d) highlight the high number of counts in the central region in gure4.5.The four spectra in gure 4.17(a)-(d) are;(a) The measured Q-value of the reaction which is independent of the mechanismas expected.(b) Projection of energy-energy spectra onto 45o line. In this case the two mech-anisms show very little dierence.(c) Opening angle 12 given by equation (2.10). This shows that the 2He has anarrower range of opening angles with a maximum at 12o whereas the sequentialsimulation extends up to 50o.(d) The relative energy of the pp pair given by equation(2.13) which again showsa large dierence between the two mechanisms.The rst two spectra(a) and (b) can be considered to be consistency tests whereas(c) and (d) contain the physics and will be the most important relations foranalysing the results and attempting to extract a limit for a 2He component.
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Figure 4.16: Darker line represents 2He emission and the lighter line sequentialemission for the following slices taken from energy-energy plots in gures 4.12 and4.5. (a) 5.52 MeV  z < 6.44 MeV, (b) 6.44 MeV  z < 7.63 MeV, (c) z  7.36MeV, (d) 5.88 MeV  z  7.54 MeV. 92
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Figure 4.17: Darker line represents 2He emission and the lighter line sequentialemission; (a) Q-value of the reaction, (b) 45o projection from energy-energy plots,(c) 12 the two proton opening angle and (d)  the relative energy of the pp pair.93
4.5 Testing the codeWith the simulations for sequential and 2He emission working well as describedin the previous sections it was decided to present the following tests in order todemonstrate how changes in the parameters eect the spectra and how these canbe understood.4.5.1 Simultaneous emissionSimultaneous emission of two protons occurs when the two protons leave thenucleus independently with no angular or energy correlation. The simulation forthis mechanism uses the same basic input le as that for sequential (see gure 4.2)but with an articial intermediate energy level that is given a very small width(1 keV).This section is not a thorough investigation into this mechanism but instead showsthe results for two dierent cases. In the rst, case 1, the intermediate level is setat 2.542 MeV so that the protons will equally share the available energy, i.e. eachwill have 600 keV. For case 2 the level is set at 2.242 MeV whereby the rst protonhas 900 keV and the second 300 keV. Figure 4.18 (a) and (b) show energy-energyplots for these two cases and show the eect of the choice of intermediate level.Figure 4.4, for sequential emission, lies in between these two extreme cases. Theseplots show the dramatic eect which results from the energy ranges available tothe two protons in the centre of mass.Figure 4.18(c) and (d) are plots of the proton centre of mass energies and, onceagain, can be understood in terms of the energy being shared between the protonsand recoil nuclei. 94
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 4.18: CASE 1-(a) Energy-energy plot for simultaneous emission for protonssharing the total 1.2 MeV equally and (c) is the corresponding conversion into thecentre of mass. CASE 2-(b) Energy-energy plot for simultaneous emission wherethe rst proton has 900 keV and the second has 300 keV with (d) the correspondingconversion into the centre of mass. 95
4.5.2 Relative energy distribution for 2He emissionThis section is meant only as a test of the code. The following energy-energyspectra show the eect of taking a narrow peak for the relative energy for the2He cluster in favour of using the broad peak as in gure 4.11. Figures 4.19, 4.20and 4.21 take peak values at 150 keV, 400 keV and 700 keV respectively. Thesimulations are for no aluminium foil present.The gures show that as the value for the relative energy increases then moreenergy is available to the two protons and less to the 12C and as a result theenergy-energy plots widen.
Figure 4.19: Energy-energy plot for 2He emission using a sharp peak at 150 keVfor the relative energy distribution.
96
Figure 4.20: Energy-energy plot for 2He emission using a sharp peak at 400 keVfor the relative energy distribution.
Figure 4.21: Energy-energy plot for 2He emission using a sharp peak at 700 keVfor the relative energy distribution. 97
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Figure 4.22: Darker line represents results from simulations which use the preciseangular information and the lighter line show results where a random point onthe strip was used for 12 and . (a1-a2) sequential emission, (b1-b2) 2He emissionwith a broad peak in relative energy spectrum, (c1-c2) 2He emission with a sharppeak centred at 150 keV in relative energy spectrum.99
4.6 SummaryThis chapter has provided an extensive study of the Monte Carlo simulations forthe dierent decay mechanisms. The results of these will be compared to the dataobtained from the experiment in the next chapter.
100
Chapter 5Results and DiscussionChapter 3 has provided a preliminary analysis describing the general performanceof the detection system, particle identication and veto eciency. This chapterpresents an analysis of the nature of the decay mechanism for two proton emissionfrom the 7.77 MeV excited state in 14O.The rst section provides evidence that the resonance was populated by compar-ison of the on and o-resonance data, also showing how the background can bereduced. The data is then normalised and compared with the simulations for se-quential and 2He emission described in chapter 4. These comparisons reveal thatthe mechanism is dominantly a sequential one. To improve the ts an anisotropicangular distribution for the rst, l = 2, sequentially emitted proton is introducedinto the simulation. An upper limit for the 2He contribution is extracted using2-ts to the data. Finally the results are compared to the theoretically predictedwidths using the methods described in chapter 2.
101
5.1 Resonant featuresFigure 5.1 show energy-energy plots for two proton events for on and o-resonancedata respectively. The gures immediately reveal that the on-resonance datashows a distinct pattern over the dierent energies whereas o-resonance is uni-form. Both sets of data had approximately the same integrated beam incident onthe target as summarised in table 3.6. The spectra show an energy cut o at 1.5 MeV resulting from the proton windows being set above the -background.Projections of the energy-energy plots onto the 45o axis in gure 5.2 clearly showthe resonant eect.The Q-value of the reaction for both sets of data is shown in gure 5.3 with thedarker line representing on-resonance and the lighter o-resonance. The resonanteect is clear and the peak corresponds to the Q-value of the ground state reactionas described in section 4.4. The background can thus be reduced by placing acut on this Q-value. The results of making this cut are described following thenormalisation process.5.2 Control experimentsData from the two sets of control experiments are presented in this section. Thesewere a run with the beam degraded on the CH2 target and a run with a 12C target.Normalisation for the o-resonance data is made from the comparison of totalintegrated beam as measured from the faraday cup for each individual run. Eventsfrom the zirconium degrader foil were subtracted from the o-resonance data.Examples of spectra showing the on and o-resonance data have been given in theprevious section in gures 5.2 and 5.3. They show the non-resonant contributionproducing a smooth broad peak under the resonance. The same can be seen inthe 12C data. 102
Figure 5.1: Energy-energy plots for two protons detected in coincidence whichhave been stopped in front detector. Top gure is for on-resonance data andbottom for o-resonance. 103
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Figure 5.2: Projection of energy-energy plots shown in gure 5.1 onto 45o axis.Darker line represents on-resonance data and lighter line is o-resonance.
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Figure 5.3: Q-value calculated for each two proton event for on-resonance (darkline) and o-resonance (light line). 104
The normalisation process for the 12C data is the same as that used in the com-missioning run described in section 3.3.8. From the high energy singles alphasobserved in the CH2 and 12C data a ratio of 1.530.05 is determined for reac-tions induced by 12C nuclei in the two targets. Figure 5.4 and 5.5 shows theon-resonance data (with the darker line) and the 12C data (lighter line) for the45o projection and the measured Q-value. The spectra clearly show the resonanteect and that the evaporation protons produce a smooth broad peak under it.Using the integrated beam corrected for target thickness does not produce thesame ratio which can be. understood if the 12C target had been thicker than the200g/cm2.
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Figure 5.4: Projection of energy-energy plots onto 45o axis. Darker line representson-resonance data and lighter line is 12C normalised w.r.t. the alphas.As described in the previous section a cut on the Q-value is made on the datain order to reduce the background, a reduction which will be quantied in thenext section. Since this is the case it is most useful now to compare the 12C ando-resonance sets of data with this cut.Figure 5.6(a)-(d) show comparisons of the o-resonance data with the zirconiumevents removed (dark line) and 12C data (dashed line). Error bars have not been105
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of o-resonance data (solid line) and 12C data (dashedline) for events with Q   1:85 MeV. (a) Q-value of the reaction, (b) 45o projec-tion from energy-energy plots, (c) 12 the two proton opening angle and (d)  therelative energy of the pp pair. 107
5.3 Normalised dataThe results for the data with a cut of Q -1.85 MeV are shown in the energy-energy plots in gure 5.7. The cut reduces the background from 48% to 36%compared to 90% in the commissioning run (see section 3.3.8). This section showsthe data with this cut and normalised with respect to the o-resonance data. Thetotal number of proton-proton events is 3900. This shows the increase in statis-tics obtained from directly populating the resonance as compared to populatingusing -decay (see gure 1.5) and also represents approximately ten times as manycounts as obtained by Kryger et al.[Kry95] (shown in gure 1.4).The pattern in the on-resonance data becomes clearer than in the previous energy-energy plots. The plots for the proton centre of mass energies shown in gure 5.8also show a distinct pattern for on-resonance with two groups appearing indicatingan energy correlation in the centre of mass. Both these plots are very similar tothe simulations for sequential shown in section 4.2.Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show the proton energy spectra for the sum of all strips ineach ring. Ring 15 is the innermost and clearly shows a two peak structure. As theangle increase the positions of the peaks decrease and in the outermost ring (ring4) the second peak does not have sucient energy to penetrate the aluminium foiland thus only one is present. This distinct separation into two dierent energycomponents results from dierent energies in the centre of mass. This will beshown in the next section to be a clear signal for the sequential decay mechanism.The projections of the energy-energy plots onto equal energy axes shown in gure5.11 all have distinct shapes with (c) clearly showing a structure with two peaks.Finally, gure 5.12(a)-(d) show the key spectra for the;(a) Q-value of the reaction,(b) 45o projection from energy-energy plots,(c) 12 the two proton opening angle and108
(d)  the relative energy of the pp pair.The next section compares the data to the dierent simulations for the two protonemission mechanisms.
109
Figure 5.7: Energy-energy plots for two protons detected in coincidence withQ   1:85MeV. Top gure is for on-resonance data and bottom for o-resonance.110
Figure 5.8: Proton centre of mass energy-energy plots with Q-value cut. Topgure is for on-resonance data and bottom for o-resonance.111
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Figure 5.9: Normalised data for the proton energy spectra for two proton eventsfor the sum of the strips in each ring. Plot shows rings 15 to 10 where 15 is atthe innermost angles. 112

















































Figure 5.10: Normalised data for the proton energy spectra for rings 9 to 4.113
b)a)
d)c)
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Figure 5.12: Normalised data plots for (a) Q-value of the reaction, (b) 45o pro-jection from energy-energy plots, (c) 12 the two proton opening angle and (d) the relative energy of the pp pair. 115
5.4 Comparison of data with simulation5.4.1 Isotropic sequential emissionThe following spectra compare the simulation for sequential emission, where bothprotons are emitted isotropically into 4, and the normalised data.Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show the proton energy spectra for the sum of all stripsin each ring. In the sequential simulation the two peaks correspond to the twoemitted protons with the high energy peak being the rst proton p1 and the lowerenergy peak the second proton p2. As the angle increases the proton peaks de-crease in energy and for the outermost strip p2 has insucient energy to penetratethe aluminium foil.There is very good agreement between the data and the simulation for the peakpositions and widths but there is a clear disagreement in the number of countsunder each peak. At small angles (strip 15) the simulation does not produceenough numbers of p1 whereas at larger angles (strip 4) it overestimates. Thedistribution of p2 is the reverse of this. This represents a focusing of p1 intoforward angles as expected for a proton with angular momentum not equal tozero. The p2 peaks in rings 5 to 8 appear to peak too early in the simulation.Figure 5.15 (a)-(d) show the dierent projections of the energy-energy spectra forthe dierent slices. The data in (c) reproduces the peak positions but underesti-mates the number whilst the data in the three other spectra have peaks on eitherside of the central maximum which are not reproduced by the simulation.The rst two spectra from the four in gure 5.16 are measures of the generalgoodness of t but the second two (c),(d) contain the physics;(a) the Q-value of the reaction which matches the data well and(b) the 45o projection of the energy-energy plots shows that there is disagreementwith the simulation peaking at a lower energy than the data.116
The other two spectra (c) and (d) show the opening angle between the two protons12 and the pp relative energy . In both cases there is good agreement. The plotfor  shows a steady drop to zero for low energy values in both the data and thesimulation. This may have been considered as an edge eect from the analysisand simulation but when the equivalent o-resonance spectra are viewed in gures5.6(d) it appears that this a real eect.This section has shown that there is good agreement between the data and thesimulation for sequential emission. The biggest disagreement comes from theangular distribution of the protons. This would have been expected since thesimulation assumes isotropic emission which is incorrect since the rst proton hasl = 2. Results of using an anisotropic emission for p1 are described in section5.4.3, but rst a comparison of the data and the simulation for 2He is presented.
117
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Figure 5.13: Normalised data shown by lled points with the solid line representingisotropic sequential emission overlapped. The spectra show the proton energyspectra for two proton events for the sum of the strips in each ring. Strip 15 isthe innermost angle. 118

















































Figure 5.14: Normalised data shown by lled points with the solid line representingisotropic sequential emission overlapped. Strip 4 is the outermost angle.119
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of data and isotropic sequential emission (a) Q-value ofthe reaction, (b) 45o projection from energy-energy plots, (c) 12 the two protonopening angle and (d)  the relative energy of the pp pair.121
5.4.2 2He emissionThis section compares the data to the simulation for 2He emission using the modeldescribed in section 4.3.It is very clear from gures 5.17 and 5.18 that 2He emission produces an energycontinuum and not the distinct two peak structure observed in the data. Moreevidence of this appears in the slices of the energy-energy plots in gure 5.19(a)-(d)where the simulations produce at structureless spectra. This is again particularlyprominent in (c) where the data has a very clear two peak structure.Figure 5.20(a) of the Q-value shows a good match as would be expected and (b)is as good a match as in the case for isotropic sequential.The other two spectra 5.20(c) and (d) show that a 2He contribution would resultin an enhancement at small values of 12 and . In the plot for 12 the data showsa small enhancement around 8o. If this is as a result of a 2He contribution it isessential to improve the simulation for sequential emission as best as possible inorder to estimate its level.The following section introduces an anisotropic angular distribution into the se-quential simulation based on the values obtained from the data.
122
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Figure 5.17: Normalised data shown by lled points with the solid line representing2He emission overlapped. The plots show the proton energy spectra for two protonevents for the sum of the strips in each ring.123

















































Figure 5.18: Normalised data shown by lled points with the solid line representing2He emission overlapped. 124
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Figure 5.20: Comparison of data and 2He emission for (a) Q-value of the reaction,(b) 45o projection from energy-energy plots, (c) 12 the two proton opening angleand (d)  the relative energy of the pp pair.126
5.4.3 Anisotropic sequential emissionThe results from the previous two sections clearly show that the decay is domi-nantly a sequential one. The peak positions in the proton energy spectra in gures5.13 and 5.14 can only be reproduced using the actual intermediate state in 13N.Protons emitted with dierent energies produce dierent peaks and structures asdiscussed in section 4.5.1.The comparison of the p1 counts in each ring for the normalised data (solid line)and isotropic sequential emission (dashed line) in gure 5.21 clearly shows that thesimulation under compensates for inner angles (ring 15). The irregularity of thelines is explained by the fact that for some rings not all strips were used becauseof noise problems. This is the case for ring 7 which had three strips missing andring 6 with two missing. These missing strips have been accounted for in thesimulation.On the assumption that the mechanism is predominantly sequential the t can beimproved by using an anisotropic angular distribution for the rst proton p1. Thedistribution Wp1(cp1) of the centre of mass angle of p1 with respect to the beamaxis contains even Legendre polynomials with terms up to l = 2 and is expressedin the form Wp1(cp1) = 2Xl=0 a2lP2l(cos(cp1)) (5.1)which is expressed in full asWp1(cp1) = 1 + a212(3cos2(cp1)  1) + a418(35cos4(cp1)  30cos2(cp1) + 3) (5.2)The parameters a2l contain the radiation parameters for particles as described in[Sat83]. The second proton p2 is emitted isotropically in the centre of mass frameof the recoiling 13N nucleus.In order to achieve a better t the sequential simulation was altered to incorporatea distribution were the parameters a2 and a4 were varied until a best t spectrum127
for the data was achieved. The 2-t, of the type discussed in section 5.5, over arange of values gave the best t to data for the parameters a2 = 1:0 and a4 = 0:6,as shown in gure 5.22 by the dotted line. This plot shows a much better t,however, rings 8, 12 and 14 are not as good as the others. Figures 5.23 and 5.24show this improved correlation between the data and simulation in the energyspectra for the dierent rings although some plots are not reproduced perfectly.The simulation for the slices in gure 5.25 (a) and (c) are slightly better thanthose for isotropic with (c) now reproducing the number of counts as well as thepeak positions. A comparison of gures (b) and (d) with the corresponding plotsfor isotropic emission show that the central peak is not reproduced giving a atterstructure. This results from the angular distribution not being recreated exactlyand it was found that these spectra are very sensitive to this.The most convincing gure is 5.26(b) with the simulation agreeing very well withthe data. Figures (c) and (d) also show a better agreement than was the case forisotropic emission. The next section presents a statistical analysis of these twoplots, 12 and , to determine the level at which there could be a 2He contribution.The conclusions drawn from the gures shown in this section are that the intro-duction of anisotropic emission into the simulation has overall improved the tsto the data.A nal point to make is that this angular distribution is calculable but afterdiscussions with R. Satchler and I. Stone [Sat95, Sto95] it was found to be toocomplex requiring the use of optical models.
128










Figure 5.21: p1 angular distribution for normalised data shown with the solid linecompared to the distribution obtained using isotropic emission in the sequentialsimulation (dashed line).










Figure 5.22: p1 angular distribution for normalised data shown with the solidline compared to the distribution obtained using anisotropic emission usingequation(5.1) with parameters a2 = 1:0 and a4 = 0:6 (dashed line).129
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Figure 5.23: Normalised data shown by lled points with the solid line representinganisotropic sequential emission overlapped. The spectra show the proton energyspectra for two proton events for the sum of the strips in each ring.130

















































Figure 5.24: Normalised data shown by lled points with the solid line representinganisotropic sequential emission overlapped.131
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Figure 5.26: (a) Q-value of the reaction, (b) 45o projection from energy-energyplots, (c) 12 the two proton opening angle and (d)  the relative energy of the pppair. 133
5.5 2 ts to dataThe quantity 2 is dened as the squared dierence between the observed valuesand the theoretical predictions, suitably weighted by the errors of the measurement[Bar]; 2 = NXi=1( yobsi   ytheiexpected error)2 (5.3)In this section we concentrate on the proton-proton opening angle 12 and relativeenergy . The 2 minimum is determined by tting dierent amounts of thesequential and 2He models to the data. This has been carried out for the twosequential models, namely isotropic and anisotropic. From these the level of 2Hecontribution is estimated.The best 2-ts for the isotropic and anisotropic emission both give the resultthat the data is best reproduced with 100% sequential and 0% 2He. These ts areshown in gures 5.27 and 5.28, where the data is shown as the black circles andthe t is the dashed line.The best overall t to the data is achieved using 100% anisotropic sequentialemission. Figures 5.29 to 5.32 show the eect of adding a 2He contribution tothe anisotropic sequential model. This contribution has been overlapped onto thespectra to show its size. These plots clearly show how a 2He enhancement wouldeect the spectra. The plot which shows a 5% 2He contribution produces a twhich is acceptable within errors. The corresponding t for a 10% contributionoverestimates at low values and underestimates at high values, thus, not producingan acceptable t. Hence an upper limit of a 5% 2He contribution has been set forthe data with a 95% condence limit. 134
a)Pure isotropic sequential
b)Pure isotropic sequential
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Figure 5.27: Figure shows best 2-ts to data using isotropic sequential and 2Heemission simulations for 12 and . Best ts come from 100% sequential.135
a)Pure anisotropic sequential
b)Pure anisotropic sequential
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Figure 5.28: Figure shows best 2-ts to data using anisotropic sequential and2He emission simulations for 12 and . Best ts come from 100% sequential.136
a) 3% 2He contribution
b) 3% 2He contribution
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Figure 5.29: Data shown with a t made up of 97% anisotropic sequential emissionplus a 3% 2He contribution which is also shown separately.137
a) 5% 2He contribution
b) 5% 2He contribution
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Figure 5.30: Data shown with a t made up of 95% anisotropic sequential emissionplus a 5% 2He contribution which is also shown separately.138
a) 10% 2He contribution
b) 10% 2He contribution
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Figure 5.31: Data shown with a t made up of 90% anisotropic sequential emissionplus a 10% 2He contribution which is also shown separately.139
a) 15% 2He contribution
b) 15% 2He contribution
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Figure 5.32: Data shown with a t made up of 85% anisotropic sequential emissionplus a 15% 2He contribution which is also shown separately.140
5.6 Observed two proton widthThe observed two proton width is calculated using the following expression, validfor a resonance with a width smaller than the resonance energy, where Y is thereaction yield per incident nucleus [Rol88]Y (E0) = 22!mt +mpmt 1 [arctan(E0   ER =2 )  arctan(E0   ER   =2 )] (5.4)where the following are dened by = (mp+mt)mt hp(2mpEl) , the de Broglie wavelength =  a b  , the strength of the resonancemt;mp = masses of target and projectileE0 = incident energy of the projectileER = resonance energy  = total resonance width = energy loss of projectile in target! = 2J+1(2J1+1)(2J2+1), the statistical factor = 1n dEdx , the stopping cross-sectionn = aNAA , the number of active nuclei per m3To complete the denitions a; ;NA and A are number of active atoms permolecule, density of target, Avogadro's number and molecular weight of the targetrespectively.With the resonance corresponding to 43.6 MeV, a beam energy of 45 MeV and abeam energy loss of 2.8 MeV in the CH2 target the equation(5.4) becomesY (E0) = 22!mt +mpmt 1 [2:51] (5.5)For a total of T incident beam particles, a two proton detection eciency of e2p141
and  =  2p then the total yield YTOT is given byYTOT = 2:51e2pT 22! 2pmt +mpmt 1 (5.6)With the values YTOT = 3830400, T = 1.4011012 and e2p = 8:08% inserted intoequation (5.6) a partial width of  2p = 10517 eV is given. When the dead timeof 19% is accounted for the observed experimental width increases to 12520eV. This represents a branching ratio of 0.16% for emission of a proton to theintermediate state in 13N. The 5% upper limit obtained for a 2He contributioncorresponds to a partial width of 6 eV.The next section discusses the dierent values which have been predicted for thewidth using the methods described in chapter 2.5.7 Predicted widths5.7.1 Proton widthsThe proton widths have been calculated using the model discussed in section2.5. The predicted width depends on the rst proton emitted from the 7.77 MeVstate in 14O in the sequential process since the intermediate state in 13N has aproton branching ratio of nearly 100% [Ajz91]. Thus the width is calculated usinga proton with energy of 775 keV and angular momentum l = 2. The valuesobtained for the width depend on the nuclear radius Rn. Table 5.1 demonstratesthis and gives the calculated widths using a spectroscopic factor of unity.Calculations which incorporate a model for the nuclear potential give values rang-ing from 2.0 keV to 4.2 keV depending on the choice of potential [Pag90]. Takingan average of these values and those in table 5.1 gives 31 keV.The experimentally observed width for this decay is 12520 eV which suggests aspectroscopic factor of 2 = 0:04  0:006.142
Ro Predicted widths for proton emission (keV)1.2 2.421.3 3.231.4 4.23Table 5.1: Predicted widths for an l = 2 proton with energy 775 keV emitted fromthe 7.77 MeV excited state in 14O.5.7.2 2He widthsFor the 2He case as described in section 2.4 two methods can be used for thiscalculation. The values obtained for both of these methods depend on the valueof Ro which appears in the denition for the nuclear radius in equation(2.14),thus, dierent values have been used for this number varying from 1.2fm to 1.4fm.The two methods are referred to as R-matrix and nal state interaction.The results are summarised in table 5.2 using a spectroscopic factor of unity forthe actual case where the angular momentum is l = 2 and for the case where l = 0to demonstrate the dierence that this makes.l =2 l = 0Predicted width,  dip (eV) Predicted width,  dip(eV)Ro(fm) R-matrix FSI R-matrix FSI1.2 295 9.95 12.3103 4311.3 427 14.43 14.7103 5221.4 595 20.23 17.6103 627Table 5.2: Theoretical predictions for 2He widths,  dip using both R-matrix andFSI methods. Results are shown for l = 2 and l = 0 2He over a dierent range ofnuclear radii.These results show that, as reported by Kryger et al. [Kry95], that the R-matrix143
approach produces a value larger than that for FSI because it treats the 2He as along lived particle which it is not, thus the FSI values are used.Using the FSI model we obtain a width of approximately 155 eV when a spec-troscopic factor of unity is used. A spectroscopic factor of unity therefore corre-sponds to a 12% 2He contribution which had been discounted in section 5.5 andThus an upper limit on the spectroscopic factor of 2 = 0:4, corresponding to a5% contribution, is given.Calculations for this state have been performed by B.A. Brown [Bro95] usingthe method outlined in [Bro91]. The spectroscopic factor has been estimatedusing the cluster overlap approximation using a two proton cluster wave function.The calculations for the two lowest 2+ states in 14O give spectroscopic factors of0.0067 and 0.64 respectively. The total spectroscopic factor is calculated to be2 = 0:44. If the states are equally mixed the value would be split equally betweenthem giving 2 = 0:22 for both. With this value for the spectroscopic factor thecalculated decay width for an l = 2 2He emission is  dip = 3:31 eV. This iswithin the 5% upper limit obtained from the data.As a nal remark in this section worth pointing out is the eect that the angularmomentum has on the width. Predictions for l = 0 2He emission are containedin table 5.2 an average for FSI gives a width of 500 eV which is well above theobserved sequential width in this experment.
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5.8 Concluding discussionThe search for two proton emission from the 7.77 MeV excited state in 14O de-scribed in this thesis has been a very rewarding one. The results of the com-missioning run identied a small component for two proton emission but it wasimpossible to identify the mechanism due to the large background from evapora-tion protons. The use of a veto detector in the follow-up experiment considerablyreduced this background. The results from this second experiment have clearlyshown that the dominant decay mechanism is the sequential emission of two pro-tons via the 2.37 MeV state in 13N. To reproduce the data it is necessary tohave an energy correlation between the two protons which corresponds preciselyto that produced by this intermediate level. The sequential process has a protonwith angular momentum l = 2 emitted rst followed by an l = 0 proton. The datahave been used to improve the simulations by introducing an anisotropic angulardistribution for the rst proton into the simulations. The data were used becauseof the complexity involved in the theoretical calculation of the distribution [Sat95,Sto95].The width for the sequential two proton emission depends on the emission of therst proton since the intermediate level is a 100% proton emitter. The results ofthe experiment give a width of 12520 eV for this decay mode. This correspondsto a partial half-life of 3.610 18s and a 0.16% branching ratio. Predictions forthis width using the method described in chapter 2 give a value of 31 keV whichgives a spectroscopic factor of 2 = 0:04.An upper limit for 2He emission has been set at 5% which corresponds to 6 eV.Predictions using the nal state interaction approach described in chapter 2 givea value of 155 eV, using a spectroscopic factor of unity. Hence an upper limitfor the spectroscopic factor of 2 = 0:4 (95% condence limit) can be set which isabove the value of 0.22 predicted by Brown [Bro95].145
It is interesting to compare the experiment of Kryger et al. (desribed in section1.2.1) with this experiment because of the similarities. Both used radioactive ionbeams and studied an oxygen isotope. Kryger et al. studied ground state twoproton emission from 12O, an isotope two steps further from stability than 14O.They moved away from stability to make the two protons unbound whereas in thisexperiment we did so by populating a particular state. Our technique wherebythe radioactive ion beam is used to directly populate the state has producedapproximately ten times the statistics obtained by Kryger et al. as can be seenin gure 1.4. The results from Kryger et al. deduced a 7% upper limit for 2Heemission from the ground state in 12O. This was dependent on the location ofthe ground state of 11N. Recent calculations [The95] predict that this may besignicantly lower than the value used which led to the 7% 2He upper limit. Thiswould indicate that this may need to be recalculated as well as the conclusionsabout the decay mode.Bocharev et al. [Boc92] studied two proton emission from 6Be (! +p+p). Thewidths of the states in the transitions were of the same order of magnitude as thetransition energies and the decay has been understood using a three-body clustermodel. Indeed, it is dicult to imagine that this breakup could be considered asbeing the emission of a 2He from a host system so it is perhaps not surprisinga model which accounted for the interaction between all the nal particles wasrequired. Any contribution of this three-body decay in this present experimentwould not change the conclusions which have been made since it would be expectedto be present isotropically.The amount of interest which has been shown in this experiment by other physi-cists is a measure of the general enthusiasm which exists in this eld at present.Within the theoretical community I. Thompson is working on a code which will beable to model the three-body cluster decay mechanism for the 14O case [Thp95].W. Nazarewicz et al. have calculated the diproton partial half-lives in the massregion around doubly-magic 48Ni [Naz95]. Their conclusions are that the main146
factor in determining the hal-life is Q2p. In the energy range 0:5  Q2p < 2:0MeV the half-life vary by more than 22 orders of magnitude and, thus, the energywindow for the experimental observation of diproton emitters is very small. Thecalculations predict the two proton drip-line to lie between 42Cr and 44Cr, 44Feand 46Fe and 48Ni and 50Ni.As yet 2He emission remains undetected but more and more experiments havebeen planned and are being carried out. One of these recently attempted atLouvain-la-Neuve was the study of the decay mechanism from 17Ne [Woo94b].The low lying states are two proton unbound with the ground state in 15O. Theprotons can be emitted by a sequential decay mechanism via a number of statesin 16F or by 2He emission. The rst excited state in 17Ne is bound to protonemission and unbound to two proton emission. However for this case Q2p ' 0:38MeV and the 2He would carry two units of angular momentum which suggeststhat this may be an extremely weak channel.My nal concluding remarks are that this has been a fullling area of researchto be involved in and the experimental results presented here have produced asignicant step in the search for 2He emission. This has been the rst time thatsequential emission has been observed in an experiment which does not use -decay to feed the resonance. In comparison to these experiments we have obtaineda considerable increase in statistics (see section 1.2.2 and for example gure 1.5).This experiment is an excellent example of the new and interesting physics whichcan be explored using radioactive ion beams.
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11Figure A.4: Pin assignment and logic diagrams for the Motorola MC10H101 chip.151
Part description quantityIC MC10H115PDL 32IC MC10H101PDL 422 
 resistors 16330 
 resistors 16Resistor network 10pin 9 res 2.2k
 8Resistor network 8pin 7 res 2.2k
 8Resistor network 10pin 9 res 56
 16Resistor network 8pin 7 res 56
 16Resistor network 10pin 9 res 560
 2Resistor network 8pin 7 res 560K
 2Capacitors 50V 0.01F 48Capacitor tantilum 6.8F 134-way right angle connectors 934-way right angle cased 23-amp fuse 1IN5401 3A,100V diode rectier 1Inductor 4.7H 1Table A.1: ECU component list.
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Appendix BTarget prolingThis appendix shows how inverse kinematics can be used to probe a target andextract its hydrogen prole. The technique has previously been used at Louvain-la-Neuve to study resonances in 20Na by scattering radioactive 19Ne beams othick polyethene targets [Cos94].The data taken during a LEDA test run prior to the follow-up run using thesetup described in 3.4 is presented here. It has not been analysed rigorously butis meant to give an idea of the technique and the conclusions that can be drawnabout the hydrogen content and distribution of a given target. The test run useda stable 20.5 MeV 19F beam to bombard a number of targets and used the LEDAdetector (LEDA 1 - see chapter 3) to record the events. An aluminium foil of3.5mg/cm2 thickness was placed midway between target and detector to reducerisk of radiation damage from the heavy ions.The rst part of this appendix looks at the proles for dierent CH2 targets. Thesecond part describes the hydrogenation process and illustrates the target prolesobtained from the metal hydrides. 153
B.1 CH2 targetsIn inverse kinematics the heavy ion loses a considerable fraction of its initial energyin the [CH2]n. The protons recoiling into the forward hemisphere of the lab frameprovide a precise probe of the hydrogen distribution in the target. Their lowenergy loss means that the information is not seriously distorted by straggling.




















Figure B.1: Figure shows scattered protons from a 420g/cm2 CH2 target forsum of all strips at two angles. (a) is the sum of all strips at the inner most anglereferred to as strip 15 and (b) the sum of all strips at the outer most angle referredto as strip 0.Figure B.1(a) and (b) show the spectra of the sum of all strips in innermost ringand in outermost ring respectively for a 420gcm2 CH2 target. The high energyproton edge corresponds to protons scattered from the front end of the targetwhen the beam has lost no energy and varies with angle as expected from elasticscattering. The low energy end corresponds to the second extreme were the 19Fbeam loses a large fraction of its energy in the target and scatters with a protontowards the back end of the target. 154
In the experiment of Coszach et al. the energy calibration was based on the wellknown resonances in 19F + p scattering [Cos94]. These resonances are at Ec:m: =637, 801, 829, and 888 keV with the rst two being the strongest. The proton labenergy Tproton is given byTproton = Ec:m: 4AA+ 1 cos2 lab (B.1)where A is the mass number of the beam.For the 637 keV resonance the proton lab energy at the innermost angle is 2.290MeV which becomes 1.898 MeV when energy loss through the foil is taken intoaccount. The 801, 829, 888 keV would be seen at lab energies of 2.555, 2.664and 2.893 MeV respectively. These energies have been highlighted in gure B.2awhich shows the prole for a 830g/cm2 CH2 target. It clearly shows that thetwo lowest have been populated with lower statistics for the other two.The following spectra B.2(b)-(f) clearly show how the prole changes for dier-ent CH2 target thicknesses. The resonant features disappear for thinner targetsbut the high energy proton edge remains. The CH2 targets were made by P.Demaret at Universite Catholique Louvain (UCL) and are summarised in tableB.1. The nal spectra shown in gure B.2 is for a 375g/cm2 CD2 target. Itshows the deuteron group present at higher energies and the hydrogen group withapproximately a quarter the number of counts.
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Figure B.2: (a)-(f) Sum of ring 15 for for dierent CH2 target thicknesses sum-marised in table B.1. 156
CH2 target thickness Figure830g/cm2 g.B.2a660g/cm2 g.B.2b600g/cm2 g.B.2c500g/cm2 g.B.2d420g/cm2 g.B.2e300g/cm2 g.B.2fCD2 target thickness Figure375g/cm2 g.B.3Table B.1: Table summarising CH2 targets used in test run.
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Figure B.3: Sum of ring 15 for 375g/cm2 CD2 target.157
B.2 Hydrogenation ProcessWhat follows is a brief description of the hydrogenation process used at SalfordUniversity.The Salford Group use an Intelligent Gravimetric Analyser (IGA). This is made upof a main rig where the sample is held, a furnace, pumps and a personal computerwhich controls everything and displays temperature, pressure, mass changes etc.The sample is held in place on the end of a quartz hanger. For the IGA to workat its optimum the sample must be less than 0.5g in mass. The sample is carefullybalanced by a counterweight which must be of a similar density to avoid errors dueto buoyancy once that gas is pumped in. A display on the PC tells the operatorwhen a satisfactory degree of accuracy has been obtained. The entire chamber isevacuated at rst then gradually heated over several hours to around 800oC. Atthis stage research grade hydrogen is slowly fed in at 1 atmosphere. As the sampletakes in hydrogen its mass increases and tips the balance to one side. The shiftof the balance is corrected by the computer and the mass increase is displayed onthe screen. The mass increase will quickly reach a maximum and at that stage thefurnace is removed and the tube holding the foil is immersed in liquid nitrogen.The metal to hydrogen ratio can be then be calculated from the change in targetmass.A total of 3 small TiH, 2 small ZrH, 1 large TiH and 1 large ZrH were made usingtitanium and zirconium foils purchased from Goodfellow [Goo]. Experimentaldiculties meant that the hydrogen content was not known. This was due tothe targets becoming very brittle, with slivers falling o during the process, whichdisrupted the delicate balance required for accurate measurement of mass changes[Poy94].Results of the target proling technique for the Salford metal hydrides are shownin gures B.4(a)-(f) and for a titanium hydride foil borrowed from the Birmingham158
Nuclear Physics group in gure B.5. In all cases the sum of strips in the innermostring is shown. The targets are summarised in table B.2 with a description of thecorresponding spectrum.Target Figure DescriptionNat. titanium g.B.4a Two peaks correspond to hydrogen present1mg/cm2 large on the surfaces - possibly water vapourNat. zirconium g.B.4b Single peak indicates hydrogen present1mg/cm2 large on single surface - this may bea result of foil productionTiH y g.B.4c Good hydrogen distribution1mg/cm2 largeTiH y g.B.4d Hydrogen concentrated in centre of1mg/cm2 small targetZrH y g.B.4e Reasonable distribution but high energy1mg/cm2 large proton edge missingZrH y g.B.4f Very poor distribution1mg/cm2 smallTiH  g.B.5 Good distribution, target looks thicker1mg/cm2 and resonant peaks can be seenTable B.2: Table summarising metal hydride targets used.y Salford targets. Birmingham target.
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Figure B.4: (a)-(f) Sum of ring 15 for for dierent metal targets summarised intable B.2. 160










Figure B.5: Small TiH target borrowed from Birmingham Nuclear Physics group.
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